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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Now that a local Kentucky Army
National Guard unit's members have been
reunited with their families, the community
is helping them tend to details in their civilian lives.
Murray State University and the
Calloway County Clerk's Office are trying
to ease the homecoming for the men and
women from the Kentucky Army National
Guard 438th Military Police Company after
soldiers spent 11 months in Cuba.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Nearly three years after it was
filed, the owners of Murray's
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course and
Sports Center are still seeking resolution to a circuit court complaint
against Murray State University's
animal compost recycling plant on
North Ibth Street
Attorneys for Sullivan's and
Murray State were in Calloway
County Circuit Court Monday to
make arguments before Judge
Dennis Foust concerning a motion
for summary judgment by the plaintiffs in the suit.
James and Lynn Sullivan allege
that MSU's Organic Pasteurization
Plant, located directly to the south
of Sullivan's Par 3 facility, is
improperly located and has caused
them financial hardship because of
the harsh odor its operation produces.
"This is the wrong place to put
an animal waste composting facility," Henry Graddy, the Sullivans'
attorney, said. "You do not locate
this facility inside the city limits."
Graddy said Murray State's only
defense of the plant's location is
that it is located on a site that used
to serve as a hog farming operation.
University legal counsel John Rail
pointed out, though, that the hog
farm was in operation when the
Sullivans first bought the property
for their golf course.
"There is nothing wrong with the
location of this facility," Rail said.
"It was a substantial fanning operation before. There were odors
before."
Rail said financial records from
the golf course also indicate its net
income has increased 265 percent
since the time the MSU plant began
operations, while its expenses have
decreased by 5 percent. He also said
11 state inspections of the facility
have yielded no violations.
"This case is almost three years
old," he said. "There has been no
proof taken in this case. There has
been no sworn testimony. This is a
classic case of a complaint based on
hearsay."
Foust said he would issue an
order concerning the Sullivans
request for summary judgment.
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County Clerk Ray Coursey, Jr. said a
statewide initiative allows his office to
waive penalties and interest for expired
vehicle 'registration tags for residents returning from overseas military assignments.
"These guys had their lives disrupted and
left their families behind," he said Monday.
"If someone is in Cuba, they have a hard
time paying me their car taxes. We want to
take care of people. Before they left, I said,
'If you need anything, get a Message to me
and we'll do.what we can."
The unit was deployed Oct. 17 to Fort

Dix, NJ., before leaving a month later for
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, where its mission
included guarding suspected terrorists. The
124 men and women concluded their
assignment Sunday with a reception at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Coursey said one guardsman came into
the clerk's office yesterday, morning to
renew his car registration and driver's
license, both of which had expired during
his time in Cuba. Other members of the unit
are expected to tend to similar tasks.
Making accommodations for the guard

50 CENTS

unit was something Coursey said he wanted
to do, even if the gesture had not been initiated at the state level.
"Lots of Kentucky - boys. and girls. are
overseas," he said."When they get back, we
do what we can so it won't cost them as
much. Waiving penalties is something we
can do to help."
Some 438th company members also preregistered for classes at Murray State
University, knowing they would return after

d

Lots of Kentucky boys
and girls are overseas.
When they get back, we do
what we can so it won't cost
them as much.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer_
The city of Murray has been
granted summary judgment in a .
federal- complaint—Inv()lying—We-constitutionality of its zoning ordinances.
In a ruling issued Aug, 28,
United States District Court Senior
Judge Edward Johnstone dismissed
a complaint filed last year by
Katherine M.Fisher and Erin Green
against the city alleging that its definition of "family" in its zoning
ordinances is unconstitutional.
Fisher and her parents purchased
a four-bedroom home at 403 N.
10th St. in Murray in November
2001. Fisher and three female
roommates moved into the home
while attending Murray State
University, but Fisher received a
letter from the city in March 2002
informing her that she was in violation of the city's zoning ordinance
because the individuals living a the
house were not defined as a "fami-

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Dense fog greeted motorists early this morning in and around Murray and Calloway County. Here, the fog, along with the rising sun, helped provide a rather attractive scene with a barn along Crossland Road.

Fisher then applied for a conditional use permit to allow the unrelated persons to live in the home,
but the Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments rejected her request a

Some changes made for
this year's resource fair
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
With cooler weather just weeks
away, many people will be rearranging their closets in order to
move from summertime apparel.
Tank tops will be traded for
sweatshirts. Sandals and flip-flops
will be shoved aside in favor of
insulated socks and hiking boots,
and, in some cases, those who wear
these items will find they just do not
fit anymore. That is when a choice
must be made — toss in the garbage
or give to charity.
The
organizers
of
the
Community
Resource Center
Clothing Fair, involving the family
resource centers of the Murray
Independent School District and
Calloway County Schools, hope
they might be able to benefit from
residents wanting to use the second
of those options. That chance will
come Sept. 27 when the 12th annual
fair is held at the Treas Building by

Fred's in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center on Murray's south side.
"We've been pretty successful
with this. People are normally
expecting it this time of year and
have helped us greatly," Michelle
Hansen, coordinator of the
Calloway centers, said. "We've got
five different agencies (Murray's
resource center, which handles all of
that district's campuses and
Calloway's four centers) coming
together for this."
Some changes are being made for
this year's fair, which includes moving the location from Murray State
University's Curris Center.
"We were going to try to have it
at the National Guard armory
(which has hosted several events
this past year), but we couldn't get it
because the soldiers came home.
That was a good thing, though," said
Opal "Tootle" Oakley, coordinator
of the Murray center, noting the
return of the armory's main propri-

Community Resource
Center Clothing Fair
When: September 27
Where: Tress Building in Bel-Air
Shopping Center
etor, the• 438th Military Police
Company, from duties in Cuba this
past Sunday.
The other change has to do with
the fair's format. In past years, the
clothing fair has been held separate
from another portion in which
youngsters were screened for a variety of ailments by on-site medical
personnel. Various groups were also
allowed to- distribute information
relating to many of those issues at
that venue, too.
However, with most children
undergoing screenings during routine physical examinations, that part

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Hazel City Council Commissioners are in a mood to
celebrate, and they spent much of Monday night's meeting fine tuning
plans for the Oct.4 Hazel Day Celebration.
Two Hazel firefighter approached the board with the final draft for the
memorial for former Hazel Fire Chief Gene Miller, which will be
unveiled at Hazel Celebration at the Fire .Station. Miller died earlier this
year.
"It was a huge loss losing Gene," said firefighter Richard Edwards. "It
is to be here by October 1 so we can have it for Hazel Day."
The estimated cost of the plaque is $630 which will be split between
the fire department, the city council and the Hazel Celebration commitIn other business, the council agreed to contribute $500 to the Hazel
Celebration, as well as share costs of security which will be provided by
the Sheriff's department, plus pay for portable toilets.
The council also discussed making street repairs betiwe Hazel
Celebration. The group agreed to continue to make street repairs as needed, but said there was no need to be in any rush.
"We need to have something done, but its not something that has to be
done before Hazel Day," council member Nancy Mieure said
In other business, Mayor Harold Pittman reported that Jeff Steen.
director of Calloway County's Office of Emergency Management. found

,Surray, KY 420/1
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Sheriff'sLog

Malaria hits
Marines after
Liberia mission

Marshall County Sheriff's Office
Brian A. Baldwin, 18, of Madisonville was arrested Sunday on multiple drug-related charges after being stopped at a traffic stop on U.S 641
near Hardin. Baldwin was charged with speeding 71 mph in a 55-mph
zone, possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia, firstoffense operating a motor vehicle under the influence of drugs.
— Information is garnered from reports, logs and other means from
various law enforcement and/or rescue agencies

A'ASHINGION (API — I %eke
U.S. Marines who were in Liberia
last month have been diagnosed
with malaria and 21 other U.S.
troops have symptoms of the disease.
Two of the Marines were flown
from the USS Iwo Jima warship off
the coast of Liberia to Landstuhl
Regional Medical Center in
Germany. Thirty other Marines.
plus one sailor, were flown Sunday
to the National Naval, Medical
Centet, in Bethesda. Md. A
spokesman there said he could not
comment on the patients.

Progress made in hunt
for missing student
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) -Federal authorities aren't saying if a
man suspected of murdering a
Marshall University student will
•
help in finding her body.
Chadrick Fulks, 26, is one of two
men charged in the death of
Samantha Burns, 19, of West
Hamlin. Fulks, who previously was
being held in South Carolina, was
returned to West Virginia last week
and is being held by federal authorities _at _an undisclosed location in
the state.
_ The FBI said progress is being
made in the investigation but
declined to mention Fulks by name
Monday.
The agency and state police "are
continuing to gather evidence in
connection with the investigation"
of Burns' disappearance, according
to an FBI news release issued
Monday."These efforts may contin-

AP Photo

American soldiers of the 1st Battalion. 22nd infantry regiment, 4th Infantry division, search suspected Saddam loyalist house in the early hours today in Tikrit, Iraq.
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month later. The board then set a a
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deadline of May 30, 2002, for all
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occupants except Fisher to move out
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of the residence. Just before the
Fax (270) 753-1927
deadline, however, Fisher and her
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tion of the zoning ordinance. After
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and ,
pleading not guilty, Green moved
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Ky.
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of the residence and into an
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Mine attack injures three Americans
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while, reported a soldier was seriously- Avoundecl-iti.--a-inortar-attack__
Monday near the town of Balad, 50
miles north of Baghdad.- Division
spokeswoman Maj. Josslyn Aberle
had no other details.
In Cairo, Egypt, the Arab League
granted the U.S.-backed Iraqi
Governing Council a seat on the 22member pan-Arab body, giving the
interim, government a boost to its
credibility and authority to represent
Iraq on the regional stage.
The decision was the league's
first to officially recognize the council — appointed July 13 after U.S.
forces deposed Saddam.

_
who live
strangers
of
group
a
than
but
permit,
use
conditional
tion for a
that request was tabled by the BZA together merely as a matter of conbecause the federal suit was filed venience. There is no evidence in
just days before its meeting was to the record that the roommates ... are
have taken place. In September anything more than strangers living
2002, Green conveyed her owner- under the same roof."
Johnstone's ruling also states
ship of the North 10th Street properthat the issue of the last conditional
ty to Shelley Jeffries.
The complaint asked the court to use permit request can now be taken
declare Murray's zoning ordinance ott the table by the LILA for resoluunconstitutional because of its nar- tion. Murray City Planner Mark
row definition of "family," which is Sallin said this morning, though,
defined as "one or more persons that it was still unclear whether the
related by blood, marriage or adop- item would be discussed again.
"There's still some question," he
tion occupying the premises and living as a single non-profit house- said. "We're waiting to hear back
keeping unit..." In his ruling on the from our legal representative. The
complaint, Johnstone stated, "If the property owners may not want to try
word 'family' is to have any mean- again."
ing, it must mean something more

•Hazel ...
county, why would we get something that just covers the city?"
a warning siren through Federal Mieure asked.
Signal at a cost of $4,400 from fedThe group discussed possible
eral Signal. The siren would sound homeland security grants which
loud enough to alert citizens of would allow them to purchase a
Hazel, but would not extend into the siren to be used for severe weather
county.
alerts, as well as differentiating
"If we're going to get some grant between weather and terrorist alerts.
money and we're working with the The council agreed to investigate

From Front

Gift Certificates Available
Allifltell One of America's Fastest
Growing Salons

Concept Salon

the matter.
Finally, City Clerk/Treasurer
Michael Green reported that county
attorney David Harrington would
handle the collection of delinquent
taxes for 20 percent of the collection.
"We're probably saving some
money getting the county attorney
to do this," said Pittman.
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212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760
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•Fair ...
From Front
of the fair was deemed unnecessary.

The Essential-Day Spa

n

Hoshyar
Minister
Foreign
7phari .the_ Irani .Kurdish. leader
appointed Sept. 1 when the council's
Cabinet was named, will -take the
Iraqi seat alongside other Arab
League envoys when a two-day foreign ministerial conference begins
later Tuesday.
The pipeline fire, which was set
by saboteurs on Monday, was the
fifth such attack on the oil delivery
system in less than a month. The
acts of sabotage have shut the export
pipeline to Turkey and dampened
the U.S.-led coalition's hopes of
using Iraq's oil revenues to help pay
for reconstruction efforts.

When rush hour becomes
CRUSH HOUR.

Arg

'Alt I TER

ue over the next several weeks and
might likely be conducted in various
locations."
declined further
FBI spokesmen
. _
comment.
Fulks, a Lincoln County native,
and Branden Basham have been
indicted on state murder and kidnapping charges related to Burns'
November disappearance and presumed murder.
Fulks and Basham escaped from
and
a Kentucky jail in November,
_
authorities say they went on a five- —
state crime spree that led to the sl
ings of Bums and Alice Donovan of
Gallivants Ferry, S.C.
Neither woman's body has been
found.
Burns was last seen in
Huntington on Nov. 11. Her burnedout car was found the next day on a
rural road in Wayne County.

-Information booths, howevez, will
still be showcased.
"This comes after several families have told us that the clothing is
what they're really coming for,"
said Hansen. "And really, with the
screenings (visual, hearing, etc.)
already having been done, people
who would come weren't really utilizing that part. We were experiencing a lower number of people for
that."
Clothing for children of very
small ages to high school seniors is
currently needed. Hansen emphasized that coats would also be welcome, in addition to a healthy
amount of volunteers.
"We need people to help with
doing everything from putting the
clothes on racks to getting buttons
sewed on, if the clothes need-that,"
she said, indicating that recent years
have shown time has been of the
essence in regards to cold-weather
clothing. "I do remember that in the
last few years, we have had some
very cold nights in late September
and early October, and that just can

•Community
From Front
the semester started, said Donna
Harris, the university's registrar.
"Several students registered from
or through a family mem
distance
a
ber," she said. "It's not just the
438th unit, there are so many guards
members coming and going. Some
had their books shipped and have
been reading ahead."
Harris said she was not sure
exactly how many students have
served with the 438th and plan to
return to class this week. While
some of the unit's members may
plan to enroll in courses that do not
begin until the latter part of the

be very hard on a young child who's
goingua to..waiLfor the bus.early in
the morning._
"If a kid is-in-aTlittIP
jarket, and that's all they have,
they-'3e going to get awfully cold,
and that's just not a good thing for
them to have to do."
The collection process begins
Monday, Sept. 15, at the Treas
Building from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
The building will be open Monday
.
through Friday until Sept. 27.
And while on y wo wee s m.
not seem like a lot of time to accumulate a great deal of items, Oakley
says things just have a way of
falling into place every year.
"We always get a lot of volunteers from this community. One day,
it could be a church group, the next
it could be a school group. People
just come_to do._what they can,- said
Oakley. "Sharon Bybee is in charge
of the clothing, and she does a great
job of helping the people get it
organized. When it's all set, it just
looks like a department store."
Anybody with questions pertaining to this event is asked to call
Hansen at 762-7333 or Oakley at
759-9592.

•••

Clerk's
Calloway County
Office: 753-392'3
MSU Registrar's Office: 762
3741
semester, others made prior arrangements with specific professors to
catch up once they returned.
"We'll work with them any way
we can," Harris said. "They are
clearly the most identifiable group
that experienced' something they
didn't have much control over.
Considering the sacrifices they
made, if we can help them resume
their lives quickly, then we will do
what we can."
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Chandler calls for medical malpractice review commission
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Ben Chandler
Staff Report
on
Monday
Murray Ledger & Times
proposed creFormer University of Kentucky basketball coach Joe B. Hall and more
ation of a coma dozen former UK greats, including Kenny "Sky" Walker, Melvin
i_than
mission
to
Thrpin and Wayne Chapman, have come together to play one more time
review medical
this time on the political hardwood.
malpractice
They will appear at stops on the Champions for Chandler-Owen bus
claims.
tour in western Kentucky, starting Wednesday. One of those stops will be
He said the
in Murray.
•
idea was to
That stop, scheduled for 3 p.m., will be at the Regional Special Events
"weed
(Mt"
Center on the Murray State University campus.
frivolous
Chandler
claims against
doctors in an attempt to help lower and suffering.
tional amendment. He said the malthe cost of their malpractice insurIn addition, Fletcher has pro- practice syttem needs a balance — a
ance premiums.
posed giving voters a constitutional way to block frivolous claims while
- Chandler's Republican opponent., amendment that---if ratified, would -preserving litigatiop rights. when
U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher, has like- grant the General Assembly and patients are injured or killed
because
wise proposed a "medical review governor specific powers to deal of medical negligence.
panel" for malpractice claims along with malpractice.
A review commission as prowith caps on damages for non-ecoChandler said he thought steps posed by Chandler would screen
nomic losses, also known as pain could be taken without a constitu- malpractice claims. In theory, a

Hall, UK greats stumping for ChandlerOwen ticket; stop in Murray Wednesday

.4
pm! FR

claim the commission considered
valid would create an incentive to
settle a case. The disposition of
claims considered frivolous was
unclear.
Fletcher's campaign manager,
Daniel Groves, said Chandler "can
create all the commissions he wants,
but he cantle stop frivolous lawsuits
without a conStitutional—Amendment." •
Fletcher claims Chandler is
opposed to caps on malpractice
damages because he is associated
with trial lawyers.
Chandler said caps are simplistic
and that Fletcher's plan' is a sop to
insurance companies that lost
money in the financial markets, then
blamed their problems on jury
awards.
"There's no;
idsarance companies are making up their
lost revenues on the backs of healthcare providers," Chandler said.
Last week, a nine-state study

Baesler questions Farmer's credibility
Manchester, is in the financial services the candidates for secretary of state —
business but graduated from UK's Republican Trey Grayson and Democrat
College Of Agriculture. He said he.wc'uitt•
Maple.
"surround myself with quality people" in
Grayson charged that Maple used his
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
Farmer also objected to any implica- former office as a Jefferson County comtion that he has no ideas of his -own. "I missioner as leverage for raising camhave a positive agenda for agriculture," paign money from developers. Maple said
including plans to promote aquaculture the charge was false.
and develop an array of farm markets,
The two agreed on most matters
Farmer Said.- —
of
- --insceiviftg-the-avockings-ofahe secret
Baesler, a Democrat who worked in slate, wh9 by law is Kentucky's
top electhe DePartmen—t
1°15-ie
-- pledged -to'
becoming a candidate, said agriculture is 'Pon. officialri-Both•
increase
registration
voter
ind turnout and
a business that touches eeryone.in _the
state. The forum with Farmer and Baesler to reduce voter fraud. Both endorsed the
was the first of two Monday night on idea of experimental interne voting by
KET. It was followed by 30 minutes with people in the military.

Baesler

Farmer

Pre-paid tuition program should be self-sufficient
By JOE B1ESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If
Kentucky's Affordable Prepaid
Tuition program remains as is, it
_ may have to dip- into its reserve
funds but would remain self-sufficient, program administrators said
Monday.
The program — which allows
enrollees to lock in future college
tuition costs at current prices —
would not need additional money
from the state's general fund, Jo
Carole Ellis, KAPT executive director, said.
Currently, the KAPT program is
backed up by the state's unclaimed
property fund. If the program
remains as it is now, it should cover
its own expenses, Ellis told a legislative subcommittee on postse.
ondary education.
"Right now we have more in the
reserve than we have in actuarial
deficit," Ellis said.
Right now, the KAPT program
has more than 7,000 prepaid tuition
accounts. The General Assembly,
which created the plan in 2000, as
part of the current state budget
approved a moratorium on any new
accounts.
The moratorium expires at the
end of June 2004.
If lawmakers tapped KAPT's
reserve fund for other purposes, the
first deficit would show around
2021, Ellis said. But, if the reserve
stayed in place, the money in it
would be enough to cover costs, she
said.
And, if the program were to start
accepting new accounts, it would
still have enough money to cover
itself, Ellis said.
For further insurance, the state
could begin charging 5-percent to
10-percent premiums on new
accounts, Ellis told the committee.
"The premiums are not a pre-

CORNELISON

ferred option." Ellis said."There are would want the program income to
a lot of avenues available to us."
support it outside of the reserve,.
The program could have_a $12.8 however the reserve fund is there for
million actuarial deficit in 2021, a reason."
said Steve Rowland,a financial conJoe McCormick,executive direcsultant to the unclaimed property tor of the Kentucky Higher
fund. That could translate to about Education Assistance Authority,
$13.7 million by ,2021, while its said he thought the program would
reserves by that time are expected to be "manageable," and not a problem
be about $75 million, Rowland said. if the reserve fund stays intact.
"It never is at risk of running a
"What you- do to manage the
deficit. The program is fiscally deficit is the key," McCormick said.
sound," Rowland said. "Ideally you "And that's where the reserve fund

HWY. 121 BYPASS •753-4703
www.kfbmurray.com

STUART
ALEXANDER

JAM toreckisWs „RN-Clici.ted the
state would end the year about
$174.4 million short of its mark for
fiscal 2004, Lassiter-Said inIwi
ten statement.
"We benefited greatly last
August from some one-time sales
tax payments, and August of last
year also marked the beginning of
the tax amnesty program that netted
additional revenue for the state,"
Lassiter said in a statement.

FOR TUDENTS IN PRIMARY THROUGH 6TH GRADE= - -----•Program provides children with positive reading experiences and
Enhances reading skills •Develops reading comprehension, vocabulary, oral reading or study
skills
•Provides assistance with learning to read
PRESENTED BY: MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT
OF EARLY CHILDHOOD & ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SESSIONS-MAT:MON.,SEPTEMBER 1-5
SESSIONS END: MON., NOVEMBER 24
CALL: 762-2500 TO APPLY

Advertise
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Deadline to apply is September 12. Cost is $90
(Fee can be reduced based on financial need)
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comes in,that's where the will of the
legislature to15115tect that reserve to
apply to those future deficits comes
in. And if those things are in place.
it's a manageable program."

E_RAN K1
Receipts forfor the state's General
Fund in Au_gust were down 4:7 percent from a year ago. the office of
the state budget director reported
Monday.
The state budget assumes growth
of 4.5 percent for the fiscal year.
August's drop-off were not surprising, acting State Budget
Director Mary Lassiter said in a
written statement. Last month.
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several facets of a health-care plan
Chandler issued in Lexington
against the backdrop of the sprawling hospital and research complex
named Inc his grandfather— the,
Albert B, Chanmot Medical-Canter
at the University of Kentucky.
High on the list was the issue of
prescription drugs. Chandler said he
woutit as govelitth,tabby Congress
to pass legislation allowing U.S. citizens to import lower cost drugs
from Canada.
Fletcher said he voted against
such legislation because he was convinced that substandard medicine
could flow into the United States
outside the detection of the Food
and Drug Administration.
Chandler said the law Would only
apply to drugs that already meet
'FDA standards.
- •
- ••-.
"These drugs were discovered in
our .laboratories and we should not
have to pay more for them," he said.

August tax receipts down nearly 5 percent

The Race To
ANK F OR TAM

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Richie
Farmer's celebrity as a former University
of Kentucky basketball player, and
whether he is relying on it to be elected
commissioner of agriculture, arose as an
issue Monday night in a televised forum
_;with his opponent, Alice Baesler.
• "This election is not a basketball
game," said Baesler, who has a Kentucky
basketball connection of her own — husband &Amy was-a-raptain of-The Wildcats
,but also years _of eperience running_a
rattle and tobacco farm in Fayette County.
"We need to take it off the basketball
court -and into the plowed field," Baesler
told a Kentucky Educational Television
audience.
Farmer.
a
Republican
from

made public by the General
Accounting Office in Washington,
D.C., concluded that recent growth
in premiums and payments by insurance companieirwis slower in states
that enacted limits on malpractice
awards. But the GAO said it could
not determine whether the differences were the result of caps or
other faCtors.
The study said declining access
to doctors "often occurred in rural
locations, where maintaining an
adequate number of physicians may
have been a long-standing problem." It .also said "some reports of
physicians relocating to other states,
retiring or closing practices were not
accurate or involved relatively few
physicians."
Chandler also said he would promote creation of a- self-insurance fund for doctors. He said that would
almost immediately bring down the
cost of malpractice coverage.
Medical malpractice was One of

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

Throughout most of the day, we wear our banker hats. So, we're making loans, opening accounts,
providing investment advice, and reinvesting in our community. But when we're not at the bank, we
have a lot of different hats to wear. That's because our responsibility to the community doesn't end
when we walk out the front door of the bank. So. you can find us doing everything from coaching little
league teams to volunteering in local charitable organizations. We think that's a part of being a
community bank. It's also part of what makes doing
business with a community bank like ours a pretty good idea.
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Democrats
nervously
watching Clark
By JAMES JEFFERSON
received pledges of more than $1
Associated Press Writer
million.
LITTLE ROCK,Ark.(AP)—
Not everyone is intrigued by a
The Democrat drawing wary
possible Clark candidacy.
glances from the crowded presiden"I-don't think any of us are holdtial field and forcing some party
ing our breath because this guy is
stalwarts to hedge their bets on
going_to jump into the race and it's
endorsements isn't even a candidate going to change things overnight,"
yet.
said Gary Nordlinger, a
Wesley Clark, the retired Army
Washington-based Democratic congeneral with four-star military cresultant. "He could be a very interdentials, is poised to shake up the
esting candidate. But right now,
s to seek —fit's generating more curiosity
than
the presidency. Clark has promised
• interest."
fi..:tojeygglAis-_-p.lans before a major
"I have nothing against- Wes
—speech in Iowa on Sept.
Clark,
but I wouTdirt recognize the
Clark. 58. has a resume that
guy
if
he
was-sitting-in a restaurant
unnerves potential rivals —
with
me
having
dinner," Nordlinger
Arkansas-raised, Rhodes scholar,
first in his 1966 class at West Point, added.
But Clark has drawn the attenWhite House fellow, head of the
tion of union officials, including
U.S. Southern Command and
NATO commander during the 1999 Gerald McEntee, president of the
American Federation of State,
campaign in Kosovo.
County and Municipal Employees,
A White House bid by him '
and he has-sTowed efforts by Dean
would grab the political spotlight
and undercut the strengths of sever- and Sen. John-Kerry of
al in the nine-way Democratic race. Massachusetts to make inroads with
"Certainly he's going to have an
labor. Some elected party officials
impact in the race, and I think he
also are holding their fire, waiting
would be a good candidate," presifor Clark to decide.
dential hopeful Howard Dean told
"The Democrats have been out
The Associated Press in an interhere for a while and a lot of people
view Friday.
are disillusioned with all of them.
Dean was quick-to point out.
—He will be the fresh kid on the
however, that Clark faces the chalblock and people might be excited
lenge of catching up to candidates
about that," said Forrest Maltzman,
who have been campaigning for
a political science professor at
months, raising money and organiz- George Washington University. "If
ing, as well as attracting supporters
he could win the nomination, a
through the Internet as Dean has.
Southern Democrat with military
'There will be some of that, but
experience is probably the
it will be incredibly hard to build
Republicans' biggest fear. He
what we have," the former Vermont
would be a strong contender."
governor said.
Clark's background could prove
Dean's campaign manager, Joe
to
be
an attractive alternative to
Trippi, said Clark's entry would
Kerry, a decorated Vietnam War
reshape the race just as Dean is
hero and favorite of many party
gaining steam.
leaders.
"I think people underestimate
Although Clark was raised in
the energy of his support and the
Arkansas, he was born in Chicago
strength he has, particularly with
some of the grass roots and Internet just like candidate Carol Moseley
Braun. And even though Clark
and even among elected officials.
We're not underestimating him. We grew up a Baptist and converted to
Catholicism, his father was Jewish
think he would have an impact on
like candidate Joe Lieberman.
the race," Trippi said.
Another Democratic aspirant,
The inevitable comparison for
Rep. Dick Gephardt, told CNN's
Clark is with former President
"Late Edition" on Sunday that
Clinton, the Rhodes scholar who
Clark "would be a great candidate," traveled from Arkansas to the
although the Missouri congressman
White House. Political observers
predicted he'll be the nominee.
cite the dynamics of Democratic
Gephardt added that Clark was
politics in 1991, when Clinton
someone he'd "definitely look at as declared his long-shot candidacy,
a possible good vice presidential
and this year.
candidate."
Clinton saw a President Bush
Although Dean has seized the
struggling to repair the economy
momentum. the Democratic priafter a war in Iraq. Clark is looking
mary race is filled with uncertainty. squarely at another President
Bush
A recent CBS News poll found that dealing with the
nation's financial
two-thirds of those surveyed couldwoes and an unsettled postwar Iraq.
n't name one of the nine candidates
said
Art English, a political science
seeking the party's nomination,
professor
at the University of
suggesting the race is wide open.
Arkansas at Little Rock.
John Hlinko, a founder of
"He may be also seeing a situaDraftWesleyClark.com, one of sevtion where he's coming into the
eral groups working to persuade
Clark to run for president, acknowl- Democratic field late, but where
expectations in some of the early
edged that the retired general is
months behind the other Democrats primaries might not be high. particularly because of regional candibut insisted Clark could make up
ground quickly if he decides to run. dates," English said.
"He's saying,'There is time for
"There are some very good canme to make a mark with my posididates, but a sizable number of the
people are yearning for someone
tions in the forums and debates and
else." Hlinko said.
demonstrate that I'm the cream of
Clark supporters say they have
the Democratic crop by far."

Got Something To Say?
Write a Letter to the Editor
Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray
KY 42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please
include address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be between 250-350
wor-di in-ler
-igin and-we reqiiirele
-tteTs-be typed. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter
CM the basis of length, styte, spelling, grammar, libel, good
taste arid frequent contributors to the Forum page. Commants
or questions may be directed to Eric Walker, Managing editor,
at 753-1916.

American Muslim leaders want
civil rights to be key issue in 2004
By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
CHICAGO(AP) — Even before
the Sept. 11 attacks and the crackdown that followed, American
Muslim leaders generally had come
to believe they had Made a mistake.
In 2000, they made their first
unified endorsement in a presidential race, backing George W. Bush.
Many thought he would take a
harder line against Israel, and,
based on statements he made while
campaigning, would protect the
rights of immigrants facing deportation.
Muslims say they were disappointed on both counts. Now,feeling the additional sting of being
scrutinized in the domestic hunt for
terrorists, they are mobilizing to
express their anger at the polls in
2004.
At their largest convention of the
year, which ends Monday, national
Muslim leaders announced plans to
register 1 million Muslim voters
and make civil rights a top issue in
any endorsement of a presidential
candidate.
"A defining moment of Islam in
America is approaching," said
Nihad Awad, executive director of
the Council on American-Islamic
Relations, a civil rights group based
in Washington."We cannot surrender our future and our destiny to
hate in this country."
Agha Saeed, head of the Muslim
American Congress, led the crowd

rorist ties and gained broad new
powers to monitor citizens under
the USA Patriot Act.
The Bush administration said
these moves have been crucial for
0.S. security. American Muslims
say they are being scapegoated.
A White House spokesman
referred questions about the presidential race to the Bush campaign,
whose spokeswoman did not immediately reply to a request for comment Sunday.
It is unclear what effect Muslims
can have in the 2004 elections.

Washington compelled Muslims
around the country to defend their
faith.
National Muslim organizations,
including Awad's, reported a dramatic increase in donations and
membership. Immigrant Muslims
who had taken little interest in U.S.
government began inviting their
mayors, governors and even FBI
agents into local mosques to learn
about the community.
Muslims see the recent fight
over Middle East scholar Daniel
Pipes as another sign of their political progress.

The Palace Theatre is like a
dowager who has had a facelift. At
first glance, it has a youthful
appearance. With a fresh coat of
paint and snappy awning out front,
the building is one of the highlights
of Main Street
in Greenville,
Ky.
But those
who take a dos
er look see the
signs that the
home of the
Muhlenburg
County
Main Street Community
By Constance Theatre. Inc.
(MCTI) is no
Alexander
Ledger & Times teenager. In fac
the structure
Columnist
dates back to
1901 and vaudeville days.
Office manager of MCTI, David
Epjett describes the theatre's transition from vaudeville to silent film,
proudly pointing out the posters in
the lobby that were discovered during a renovation in 1998. James
Cagney in "The Frisco Kid" is on
display, boasting ticket prices of 10
and 15 cents. Other posters feature

Alice Faye in "Music is Magic"
and the first ever Perry Mason
flick, "The Case of the Lucky
Legs."
"The ticket booth is in the same
place it always was," Eplett
explained,"even though we built a
new lobby." He also revealed that
the outdoor stairs used to be a separate entrance to the balcony,
reserved for African Americans.
"That's part of the theatre's history that is long gone. Look at
this," he says, shaking his head •
sadly and pointing to the floor.
"They didn't tile up here like they
did thetest of the theatre."
The balcony is no longer used
for audience seating. Downstairs,
there are -203 seats. and "not one of
them is a bad one," Eplett asserted.
Founded in 1980. MCTI purchased the derelict building in 1983
and has been working to improve it
ever since. Besides the improved
lobby, new restrooms. and_new _
seating, the theatre also has added.
new technology that helps the stage
manager see the play from two vantage points, making it easier to call
CUCS.
The green room sports a fresh
coat of paint that would please St.

Patrick and — thanks to a donation
from a local business next door —
there is now extra space for actors
to don their costumes and put on
makeup.
"Like most community theatres," Eplett remarked, "almost
everything we have has been
begged or borrowed."
Keeping track of what the theatre does have is always a challenge, but Eplett's organizational
skills have come in handy in that
area. The costume room is neatly
arranged with racks and racks of
apparel. Every kind of garment —
from farm hand to fairy godmother
— is neatly stored.
"We got a donation of 60 prom
dresses awhile back,:' he told me,
"but the problem with those is that
we don't have so many actresses
who are size 6."
A donation of shelving enabled
the theatre to catalog thousands of
props. Each shelf is carefully
labeled, and items are painstakingly
inventoried and cross-referenced.
"Need a Bible," Eplett said,"or
a special ring?" He referred to his
catalog and the item was in hand
almost instantly.
In spite of all efforts to keep

in a chant. "I am an American, I am
Mu_slim and_ivote:' he sank
joined by thousands gathered for
the Islamic Society of North
America meeting.
After the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks,
Bush won points wa—American
Muslims by visiting a mosque and
declaring Islam a peaceful religion.
But since then, the federal government has detained hundreds of
immigrants. shut down U.S.-11
Muslim charities suspected of ter-

Estimates of the number of U.S.
Muslims vary...dramatically from2
million to 6 million. But immigrant
Muslims generally are highly educated professionals with the means
to make significant campaign donations.
Also, their community has
matured dramatically in the last
four years.
The assault on Islam that followed the suicide hijackings that
killed thousands in New York and

"A defining moment of Islam in America is
approaching. We cannot surrender our future and
our destiny to hate in this country. y
— Nihad Awad
Executive Director of the Council on American-Islamic
Relations, a civil rights group based in Washington

Bush nominated Pipes, an outspoken critic of militant Islam,_to a
federally funded think tank called
the U.S. Institute for Peace, angering Muslims who consider him a
bigot — a claim Pipes denies.
After an intensive Muslim-led
campaign to block the nomination,
Bush appointed Pipes in recess on
Aug. 22, bypassing the Senate
approval process where his confirmation was in jeopardy. Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., was
among the lawmakers who opposed
the nominee.
"For the first time, someone on
Capitol Hill was advocating our
issues," said Salam Al-Marayati,
executive director of the Muslim
Public Affairs Council based in Los
Angeles.
By focusing on civil rights in
2004, Muslim leaders acknowledge
they could end up endorsing a candidate who would disagree with
them on foreign policy, particuarly
backing the Israeli government over
the Palestinians.
Until recently, the plight of the
Palestinians dominated political
discussion among American
Muslims. But Muslim leaders say
they must now be pragmatic as they
seek greater influence in government. They are pledging to broaden
their alliances by working to
improve education, fight crime and
protect the environment.
Said Awad:"We are not a oneissue community."

things running systematically,
sometimes the old Palace Theatre is
the backdrop for the unexpected.
'They say there's a ghost," Eplett
confessed. And then he tells of a
former owner of the theatre who
committed suicide.
"But it's not a harmful ghost,"
he was quick to add."We've all
had little things happen — lights
going on and off, footsteps, voices.
When we go investigate, no one's
there."
In 23 seasons, MCTI has presented (.105..performances of 95 productions, and now they are gearing
up for a new slate of offerings
beginning with "The Boys Next
Door," September 19-21 and 26-28.
For more information about the
historic theatre and its upcoming
season, go to Greenville and drive
down Main Street until you get to
No.-11-9, of visit-the theatre online
at www.mctiky.com.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercoin. Contact the
columnist
at
directly
constuncealexander@charter
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One man dead
in motel shooting

Edwin Mozell Mitchell

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 9 2003

The funeral tot kdss in tokizell Mitchell will be (oda.
) Tuesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale attit the
Rev. Paul McAdoo will officiate.
& Crematory
Pallbearers will be Eddie Linn, Gerald Linn, Tonim) Duke. Robert
HARRODSBURG. Ky.(AP)- who was shot three times was flown
753-7000
Duke, Junior Duke and Paul Duke. Burial will follow in the Forrester
A man died Monday after shooting to the University of Kentucky
Cemetery in Calloway County.
two people in a Mercer County Chandler Medical Center. Her conCharles William Futrell
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
motel room. police said.
dition was unavailable.
The funeral for Charles William Futrell will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
Mitchell,
Mr.
86,
Providence
New
Road.
Hazel,
died
Saturday,
Sept.
Harrodsburg police would not
Police have not released the
the chapel of King's Funeral Home,Cadiz. The Rev. Wade Kennedy and the
confirm whether the shooter turned identities of the victims.
Rev. Irvin Darnall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Nunn Cemetery in 6, 2003, at 7:40 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton Nursing Home, Benton.
He was a retired farmer.
the gun on himself at the Stone
the Land Between The Lakes with full military rites.
A 5-year-old child was in the
_June 16, 1917, in Calloway County. he was the son of the late
__Born
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Manor Motel.
motel room or in a nearby car at the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Society, do Matthew Mitchell and Leona Witherspoon Mitchell. One sister, Ethel
Police Chief Ernie Kelty said time of the shooting. police said.
Vinson, one brother, Aubrey Mitchell, foster daughter. Betty Walker, fosKathleen Johnson, 89 Nunn Blvd., Cadiz, KY 42211.
another male victim was taken to Kelty said the incident appeared to
Mr. Futrell, 67, Coyote Ridge Road, Cadiz, died Sunday, Sept. 7, 2003, ter daughter-in-law, Edna Duke, and one niece, Joyce Adams, all precedthe hospital and released. A woman be a case of domestic violence
at II p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death was from can- ed him in death.
Survivors include three foster sons, Ralph Duke and wife. Dorothy,
cel.
He had retired from the United States Navy after 20 years of service, part Indianapolis, Ind., Wilford Duke, Murray, and Richard Duke and wife.
of it in the Vietnam War. He was of Baptist faith.
Sarah, Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Audie Linn and husband, Edgar, Murray;
His wife, Sonja Lou Henne Futrell, and one infant sister, Carolyn Futrell, two nieces, Mrs. Ella McAdoo and husband, Rev. Paul, Humbolt, Tenn..
both preceded him in death. Born April 28, 1936, in Golden Pond, he was and Mrs. Margie Brown, Humbolt, Tenn,: six nephews. Eddie Linn and
the son of Homer Boyd Futrell and the late AIlie Louise Knight Futrell.
wife, Sandy, and Gerald Linn and wife. Colleen. all of Murray, and
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. J'Net Futrell, San Diego, Calif., Danny, James, Dee and Roger Mitchell, all of Milan. Tenn.; several greatGOLDEN POND, Ky.
The Sales USA, NPLD brings thousands
and Ms. Sharon Futrell, Cadiz; his father, Homer Boyd Futrell, Cadiz; four nieces and great-nephews.
staff at Turkey Bay Off-Highway of volunteers throughout America
sisteis, Mrs.-Jessie Scott, Murray, Mrs. Doris Keel, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs.
•
Vehicle(OHV)Area, located within together to refurbish and restore the
Joyce Underhill and Mrs. Linda Paige, both of Cadiz; four brothers, Doug Mrs. Fern E. Mohler
Land- Between The Lakes (LBL) country's public places These are -- Futrell, Dover,- Tenn.-,-and H.B; Futrell, Kenneth Futrell and Harold Futrell,
The funeral for Mrs. Fern E. Mohler was Monday at 2 p.m. in the
National Recreation Area, are gear- lands and facilities used for recreall of Cadiz.
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Richard Youngblood officiated. ing up for participation in this years ation, education and just
plain
Burial was in the Mayfield Memory Gardens.
National Public Lands Day Sept. 20. enjoyment. NPLD's 2003 theme is
Mrs. Janie W. Young
Expressions of sympathy may be made to J.U. Kevil Memorial
Local area residents will lend a "Lend a Hand to America's Lands."
Graveside services for Mrs. Janie W. Young are today (Tuesday) at 11
Foundation, P.O. Box 345, Mayfield, KY 42066.
hand
to help Turkey Bay OHV Area,
Since its inception in 1994,
a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Re;,. Larry Daniel is officiating.
Mrs. Mohler, 77, Mayfield, died Friday, Sept. 5. 2003, at 2 a.m. at her one of 500 National Public Lands NPLD
has
Visitation was Monday at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
demonstrated
Day (NPLD) sites nationally, Americans' concern for their public
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County home.
She was a member of 7th and College Churchof Christ, Mayfield.
repaint sections of the OHV Area lands. The-first.event wacspun sin NJ
United Way,607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071, or First United Methodist
Her husband, Leon Mohler, and one son, Phillip Wayne Mohler. both
boundary, install erosion control by three federal agencies and
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Young, 91, South 16th Street, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 7, 2003, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Peyton Jake
material in several restoration areas attracted 700 volunteers to three
Richerson and Ruby Cochran Richerson of Kirksey.
at 4:38 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
and improve camping unloading sites. Last year. nine federal agenSurvivors include one daughter, Mrs. Anita Miller, and one grandHer husband, Robert Young, died Aug. 11, 1970. Four sisters and two
areas by grading and general litter cies and 125 state and local partners
brothers also preceded her in death. Born Aug. 23, 1912, in Richland, Miss., daughter, Michelle Paschall Collier, both of Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. pickup on the largest annual single- supported the efforts
of some
she was the daughter of the late John William Wilson and Nannie Hardy Jimmie Crick and husband, Clayborne, and one niece, Ms. Karen Crick, day volunteer restoration effort for
70,000 volunteers at 426 sites.
all of Kirksey; one neptiew Robert-Crick-RusseHvifte:-- - - -- ----- 7---- immiciands-.
Wilson.
'
-- -- -"In- -appreciatiOil of-thr-nser'-s- ----A lifelong active member of the Methodist Church, she was involved in
-- - -- -- - - -Volunteer efforts-will- begin at- volunteer efforts this-year; Turk-ey
many chuich and -civic clubs beginning at Sulphur Spring Church while liv- James Roland Miller
noon and end at 5:30 p.m. Bay will host a potluck dinner and
ing in the New Concord community and later in Murray as a member of
The funeral for James Roland Miller was Monday-at 2:30 p.m._ at First panteapants_
are asked to register -provide- prizes to lucky particiFirst United Methodist Church.
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Mark Mitchem
early that day or during normal pants," added Edwards. "It's just
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Marie Barnett and husband, officiated.
Turkey Bay operating hours.
our way of thanking the participants
Joe Pat, Murray; three sons, Robert T. Young and Dr. Burton R. Young and
Members of his family served as active pallbearers and members of
"National Public Lands Day for helping keep Turkey Bay a prewife, Cathy, all of Murray, and William R. Young, Kuttawa; seven grand- his Sunday school class as honorary -pallbearers.--Burial--was -in
-the- gives our users the oppOrtunity to
mier riding area for Our Users."
children; three great-grandchildren.
Roselawn Memorial Gardens, Murfreesboro.
help preserve the area they feel pasThe USDA Forest Service, one
A Masonic service was held Sunday at 7 p.m. at Woodfin Memorial
sionately about," said Matt of the nation's leading provider. of
Wilson (Bill) Christenbery
Chapel, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Edwards, facilities manager at outdoor recreation, manages Land
The funeral for Wilson (Bill) Christenbery will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Cumberland
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Turkey Bay. "Turkey Bay. users Between The Lakes'. For more
Presbyterian Church, building fund, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Pallbearers will be Reid McKenna, Troy Stovall, Eric Kelleher, Ray
enjoy the area, and this is just one of information on participating in this
Mr. Miller, 79, Murfreesboro, died Friday, Sept. 5, 2003, at Middle
Bazzell, Robert Tabers and John Richardson. Burial will follow in the
the many ways they show how years NPLD at LBL, call 1-800Tennessee Medical Center, Murfreesboro.
Murray Memorial Gardens.
much they care about the environ- Ll3L-7077 or (270) 924-2000, or
A retired employee of the Tennessee Valley Authority, he was a Navy
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
ment."
visit us on the Internet at
Mr. Christenbery, 60, Bayside Drive, New Concord, died suddenly veteran of World War II. He attended First Cumberland Presbyterian
Sponsored
by
Toyota
Motor
www.lbl.org.
Church where he had served as a long-time Sunday school teacher, choir
Sunday, Sept. 7, 2003, at his home.
A retired public safety officer in Beverly Hills, Mich., he recently retired member and elder.
Born in Rockwood,Tenn., he was the son of the late Charles H. Miller
SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER
and moved to their new home on Kentucky Lake. He was an Air Force vetand Bessie Doughty Miller.
eran of the Korean Conflict.
& TIMES TODAY BY CALLING 753-1916
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna Bailey Miller, to whom he had
Born Jan. 19, 1943, in Highland Park, Mich., he was the son of Lela
been married for 57 years; three daughters, Mrs. Ruthie Warner and husChristenbery and the late Wilson Christenbery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Carol E. Hill Christenbery, to whom he band, Richard, Jonesboro, Ga., Mrs. Kathy Queen, Nashville, Tenn., and
was married Oct. 15, 1962; two sons, William Christenbery and wife, Julie, Ms. Beth Stribling, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Sue Portwood and husWebberville, Mich., and Steven Christenbery, New Concord; one grand- band, John, Columbus, Ga., Mrs. Frances Miller, Oak Ridge, Tenn., and
child, Erica Christenbery; his mother, Mrs. Lela Christenbery, and one sis- Mrs. Ginny Cook and husband, Jim, Hixson, Tenn.; one brother, Larry
ter, Mrs. Penny DeHaan, both of Murray; one brother, Tom Christenbery, Miller and wife, Jean, Fayetteville, Ga.; three grandchildren, Jeremy
Nashville, Tenn.
Warner, Jared Warner and Cy Queen; three great-grandchildren.

LBL Participates in
National Public Lands Day

Mother's Day Out
at

Speakers at seminar forecast more gloom for Medicaid program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- A
number of speakers, including
some national experts, said
Monday that Kentucky is one of
many states facing a Medicaid crisis.
The struggling economy has
brought a record number of
Kentuckians into the system of
health insurance for the poor, just
as huge budget shortfalls hit the

state and medical and pharmacy
costs spiked.
"We have never encountered
anything like what is before us,"
said Dr. Donald Neel, an
Owensboro pediatrician who treats
2,000 young Medicaid patients.
Neel and others were speaking at
a seminar on Medicaid sponsored
by the Foundation for a Healthy
Kentucky. created to address the

unmet health care needs of the poor. Kentuckians.
All states, some facing "gaping
"It's facing one of the most chal- budget shortfalls," have sought to
lenging periods in its history," rein in Medicaid spending,she said.
Victoria Wachino, associate direcThough costs and enrollment are
tor of the Kaiser Commission on rising, the single biggest problem
Medicaid and the Uninsured, said for states is a "falloff in state revof the federal-state health plan for enue," Wachino said.
ne•••••••••.
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Installed Locally By

TIM LEMONS
• ResidentialiCommercial •
Free Estimates

RELAX. irs RHEEM.

*Servicing All Brands of
Air-Conditioning Equipment
*Installation

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
Now Accepting Enrollments
Classes Are
9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Tuesdays & Thursdays
Ages 6 months - 5 yrs.

CALL 437-4868
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Hardin Baptist Church is located
less than 10 mi. from Murray
Pastor Ricky Cunningham

#....0)4..)40
759-1457
293-2696

435-4776
"THE AREA'S LEADER IN IRRIGATION FOR 24 YEARS"

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

prices as of 9 a.m.
Do* Jones lnd. Avg. ....9542.36 - 43.93 Goodyear
7.65 - 0.11
Air Products
47.81 - 0.67 HopFed Bank*
16.51 B 16.58 A
Anthem
73.50+ 0.18 IBM
89.06 - 0.04
AOL Time Warner
16.31 - 0.14 Intel
28.89 •0.29
AT&T
22.03 - 0.35 Kroger
19.24 - 0.34
BB&T
.37.92 - 0.23 Mattel
1934. - 0.16
Bell South
25.81 - 0.08 McDonalds
23.80 + 0.45
Briggs & Stratton
.58.52 - 0.30 Merck
.52.68 +0.08
Bristol Myers Squibb
26.67 + 0.04 Microsoft
28.51 - 0.33
Caterpillar
69.85 - 0.66
Penney
J.C.
21.37-0.17
Chevron Texaco Corp ........73.66 - 0.36
Pepsico, Inc
45.00 + 0.17
Daimler Chrysler
.38.31 - 0.74
Pfizer.
Inc.
31.70 + 0.23
Dean Foods
29.46. 0.08
15.81 + 0.26
Exxon-Mobil
38.31 - 0.16 Schering-Plough
43.95 - 0.97
Ford Motor
11.68 -0.15 Sears
32.51 .0.16
General Electric
.31.10 - 0.28 Union Planters
24.01 - 0.09
General Motors
41.94 - 0.57 US Bancorp
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 40.54 - 0.49 UST
34.91 - 0.19
Goodrich
25.50 - 0.16 Wal-Mart
57.89 - 0.70
Court Square, Murray, KY 42071 The Boston-Ewing Investment Group

270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6-00 p.m M-F
'14•11oard Lyons ca market maker, in th.s stock
unc-price unchanged
Addrtanal wmat,on ava tabl .n request

40'HILLIARD LYONS
HILLIARD,
J.J.B.
W.L. LYONS, INC.
mtmets KW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

Post-Surgery
After surgery, you can
depend on the caring
staff at Stone-Lang to
assist you with all of
your mastectomy needs.

• Prosthesis
• Mastectomy Bras
We Bill Medicare
"Since 1876...A Name
You Can Trust!"

270-753-8055

Receive a free sink
base cabinet
with any order
of 10 or more
Medallion Designer
_
or Designer Gold -_
cabinets placed
between Sept. 1
and Sept. 22, 2003.
Stop in
and see Missy
for your free
Kitchen Design
and Estimate.

Financing
available
with 90 Days
Same As
Cash

STONE LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071

500 South 4th, Murray • (270)753-6450
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Beginner sewing class
for adults scheduled

Tuesday, September 9, 2003

Murray Lions Club will
be 65 years old in 2004
BY EINAR JENSTROM,
Lions club member
It was in September 1939 the
Fulton Lions Club sponsored the
Murray club formed by 24 memtiers. Murray became -the 37th club
in Kentucky in Lions International.
Lions International had its beginnings in Chicago. Ill., in 1917 and
Paducah formed a club in April
1920. The concept was purely "for
the betterment of their communities
and the world at large."
Growth in Lionism has continued and today it is the largest charitable serving and fraternal organization in the world with 1.4 million
members in more than 43,300 clubs
covering 182 countries.
The Murray Lions' projects
include funding for Habitat for
Humanity, Rescue Squad, several
high schools band needs, wheel
chairs. library, retarded children, 4H Clubs, a piano for the Murray
Woman's Club, high schools' gradMSU scholarships,
uation
blood bank, play ground equipment
and others.
Each club continues to raise
funds for charitable projects; however, it was Helen Keller at The Lions International Convention held
at Cedar Point, Ohio in 1925' that
she challenged the Lions to become

Engagement

"Knights of the Blind".
Sight conservation is now carried
out at many levels including support
of eye testing, specialty hospitals.
mobile units and recycle of old eye
glasses. “Sightfirst" is the rallying .
cry for Lions' projects around the
world.
The Murray Lions club budgets
over $8,000 locally serving over 45
persons with eye care needs each
year. It supports the Kentucky Eye
Foundation Clinic in Louisville, and
has collected over 9,000 pairs of
the international .pro.-glasses for
.
gram.
The International "Sightfirst"
accomplishments include: Grants
(as of May 2003) of US $148 millions; funded cataract surgeries:
3,401,435; treatments for river
blindness: 46,837,824; eye hospitals
built or expanded: 154; eye and
allied heath training: 13.886; village
health workers trained for primary
eye care: 54,004.
Murray Lion President Ken
Claud began the planning for the
65th year celebration. He continues
the line of Murray leaders with
many going on to hold offices within the-state-including -Lion Yancey
Watkins as an International Director
in 1988.

Student orientation planned
A graduate student orientation

meeting will be held Wednesday.
Sept.. 10, at 3 p.m. in the small ballroom of Murray State University
Curris Center.
Topics covered will include
financial aid, graduate assistantships, tuition waivers, university
party-time employment, admissions, research opportunities, thesis

preparation, computer training,
library services, graduate housing,
counseling services and special
resources for students.
Light refreshments will be
served.
All MSU graduate students are
encouraged to attend this informalive session.

Births
Caroline Emilee Bray
Mr. and Mrs. Rickey Bray of 2212 Brookhaven Dr., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Caroline Emilee Bray, born on Friday. Aug. 29, 2003, at
4:43 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds six ounces and measured 19 1/2 inches.
The mother is the former Melony Stambaugh. A sister is Coral Katlee Bray.
Grandparents are Tommy and Jenny Stambaugh of Murray and Kathy
Bray and the late Rick Bray Jr. of Paducah.

Dillon Wayne Sims
Mr. and Mrs. Sean Sims of 268 Bray Ln.. Dexter. are the parents of a son.
Dillon Wayne Sims, born on Monday, Sept. I, 2003, at 6:58 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds three ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Renee Brantley. A sister is Seana Sims.
Grandparents are Jimmie Ann Wintrode of Benton and Don and Mary
Brantley of Kuttawa.

Order Your Homecoming Mum Today
Available Now At

"foray
3Iorist

I

The University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service will offer a beginner sewing class
for adults taught by Master Clothing Volunteers
from the Purchase area.
Classes will be held at the Murray Sewing Center
in the Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, on Sept. 15,
18 and 22 from 9 a.m. to noon. Classes will be limited to five people.
Each individual will make a skirt or a pair of
sleeping pants from woven fabric. Patterns and a list
of supplies will be distributed at the first class. If you
Jo's
have a sewing machine you may bring it and your
Datebook book, or one will be furnished by the Singer Sewing
By Jo Burkeen Center.
Persons should register by Friday, Sept. 12, at the
Community Editor
Calloway County Extension Office and pay the $20
registration fee (checks payable to Master Clothing Volunteers); and
leave your name, phone number and address.

Angel alert issued by center
An angel alert for a car or truck for transportation for a family has been
issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone having
some type of vehicle to donate call the center at 7672-7333.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has released a list of special needs to fill the baskets for the
clients. Need Line helped 529 applicants during the month of August.
Needed are food items of beef stew, beets, canned meat, fried beans, pastas,
rice, spaghetti sauce, sweet peas, tuna and turnip greens; FRC needs are
shampoo, toilet tissue, dish soap, laundry detergent, soap and tooth paste.
Also brown paper bags are needed to use to fill for the clients. Items may
be taken to the Need Line office in the Weaks Community Center. For information call 753-6333.

Henson and Taylor
Emily Michelle Henson and Johnnie Stephen Taylor will be married
Saturday, Sept. 27. 2003, at 2:30 p.m. at University Church of Christ,
Murray.
All relatives and friends.are invited.
Miss Henson is the daughter of Virginia Moss Henson of Hickman and
Richard Henson of Hickory.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moss and Gerry
Scott and Rollie Henson, both of Benton.
Mr. Taylor is the son of Steve and Teresa Taylor of Finley, Tenn.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Cantrell of Ingleland, Md.,
and of Isaac Taylor and Sally Goulet of Sears, Mich.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Fulton County High School. She is
currently attending Murray State University majoring in organizational
communication.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Dyer County High School. He is
currently serving in the United States Army in Pyongtacek, South Korea.

ous categories for amateurs and professional divisions.
Registration will begin at noon
on Friday. Oct. 10. Cost for the
event will be $27 on or before Oct.
9. 2003, and $30 after that. All participants are eligibre for a 10 percent
lodging discount on all units.
For information on this event or
to register, call 1-270-797-3421 or
toll free at 1-800-325-1711.

DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky. — A
weekend-long slide photography
contest will be held at Pennyrile
Forest State Resort Park on Oct. 1012.
The event will feature a slide
photography contest for amateurs
and professional photographers,
evening programs. awards, special
lodging discounts and more.
Awards will be given out in vari-

How ABOUT AN

MATURING?

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive
alternatives to other savings plans. The initial
guaranteed rate* is:

'This rate is guaranteed for the first month and then can
vary monthly or can be locked,, for one year
Guaranteed no lower than 3%

ANNUITY?

Estee Lauder

GIFT
TIME

Gentry House board plans meeting
Gentry House, Inc., will have its monthly board meeting on Wednesday,
Sept. 10, at 9 a.m. at the Housing Authority of Murray board room, located
inside the main office at 716 Nash Dr., Murray. The meeting is open to the
public. The home provides transitional housing to area residents who
become homeless because of a crisis in their lives.

Delta Department will meet
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Wednesday,
Sept. 10, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Names will be tabled for new members. Hostesses will be Rosa Crass, Susan O'Neill and Emma Story.
Officers are Karen Olson, Martha Broach, Helen Foley and Joanne Cohoon.
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Sept.
11, at 2 p.m. at the club house. A fall fashion show by D.K. Kelley will be
the program. Names of new members will be tabled and dues will be taken.
Also each member is asked to bring one pair of men's new white socks, the
kind worn with tennis shoes. Hostesses will be Barbara Brandon, Thelma
Bailey, Ann Doran and Dot McNabb.

Artists' reception will be tonight

A reception for Ben Mahmoud, Art Werger and Stephen Grimmer,
artists, will be tonight, Sept. 9, at 6:30 p.m. in the Eagle Gallery of Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. This is a mixed media exhibit
featuring the paintings of Chicago area artist Ben Mahmoud, the prints of
Ohio artist Art Werger, and the ceramics of Southern Illinois artist Stephen
Grimmer. The exhibit opened Aug. 26 and will run through Sept. 28. All
exhibits are free and open to the public. For information call 762-6734.

Transit Authority board will meet

Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will have its monthly board meeting
tonight. Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, according to Bjarne A. Hansen, MCTA director. For information call 753-9725.

Cub Scout Pack plans sign-up

Cub Scout Pack 982 will have a sign-up meeting tonight, Sept. 9, at 6:30
p.m. at the Ellis Center. This is open to all boys in first through fifth grades.
For more information call Stacy Clere, cubmaster at 753-5000.

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

Eastern Star Chapter to meet tonight
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KIDS ARE BACK IN SCHOOL!
Take Time for Yourself...
•

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday, Sept. 10, at 4:30 p.m. in the media center. Agenda items
include Amend Comprehensive School Improvement Plan/Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools, ESS Summer School report and selection of delegates to KASC. The meeting is open to the public.

Zeta Department will meet

Fall photography weekend
planned at Pennyrile park

3.25%

Bel-Air Shopping Center • 753-0932

CCHS Council to meet Wednesday

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet tonight,
Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Highway 121 North at
Robertson Road North, Murray. Officers will be elected and all members
are urged to attend, according to Cathy Tinsley, worthy matron.

Dexter town meeting is tonight
This fabulous gift is yours free
with any Estee Lauder purchase
of $22.50 or more.
Offer good while supplies last.
One to a customer, please.

Sept. 10-27

Dexter town meeting will be tonight, Sept. 9, at 6 p.m. at the Dexter
Community Center. A hot dog potluck will be served. All area residents are
invited.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight, Sept. 9, from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. Persons are asked to note the change in meeting place.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure and pulse checks and liquid profiles today. Sept. 9, from 1 to 3 p.m.
at BB&T at Hazel; and on Wednesday, Sept. 10, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. at Center for Health & Wellness. Murray. For information
call 762-1348.

Alzheimer's meeting is today

JOIN
NOW

50% Off

Carol Lane, field service supervisor of Family Support Services, will
speak about "Medicaid Update" at the meeting of Alzheimer's Disease
Education/Support Group today, Sept. 9, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Cindy
Ragsdale, licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

SERVICE
FEE

Curves, the World's largest fitness
franchise offers...
• A 30 minute total body workout
• Strength training designed for women
• On site weight loss guidance

Cuive
1608 Hwy. 121 N.
Murray, KY
• 759-3400

1769 Mayfield Hwy.#5
Benton, KY
252-3499

3420 Park Ave. Suite 3
Paducah, KY
575-3800

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?
Please be a Foster Parent

fie Place
305 C S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5678

A child needs you
v.i,,,r1R% KV I NM OW14011)1\T I 0.111Y \IR\

f

You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in September. For more
information on becoming a
Foster parent, please call
Western KY United Methodist Family Services
877.998-KIDS 15437)
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Root Word*
BY BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Although some parents might not realize it,
reading to children at a very young age can
stimulate the basic needs of early education.
Marilynn Hornback, director of the Murray
Head Start programs, said that parents are children's earliest and most important teachers, and
even children who are not old enough to learn to
read can benefit from the language exchange
parents can provide.
There is so much is "Literacy
rooted in
language
learning that
develophappens after birth.
ment," said
The parents can start Hornback.
early by talking to the "Language
comes from
the relationchild.
y
ships and literacy comes
from
language."
— loan Weber She said
Ruby Simpson Center through
supervisor working with
young children it has been proven that children surrounded
by a print-rich environment do better in school.
"That whole experience of sitting in a parent's lap is one of a child's first memories," said
Joan Weber, Ruby Simpsoicrenter supervisor
and lead, teathPr. "If they find pleasure in that,
they aresoing to enjoy reading."
Weber suggests that not only should parents
read to their children, but start carrying on conversations with them from birth.
"There is so much learning that happens after
birth," said Weber. "The parents can start early
by talking to the child."
She said many times parents are intimidated
by talking to a child because the child is unable
to speak back to them. However, she said children start trying to imitate words at a very young
age, and the more a parents speaks to them, the
faster those children can pick up on associating
these words to what they mean.

Literacy education takes shape
at children's early stages
•cs
riftrip „..tr

d‘

Registration deadline
nears for October ACT
College-bound high school stu- eral other important factors includdents who want to take the ACT ing high school GPA, college prep..
Assessment on the Oct. 25 national courses taken in high school:
test date should register by the extracurricular activities, personal
postmark deadline of Sept. 19.
background and other information.
The late registration deadline is
The ACT is an achievement test
Oct. 3(an additional fee is required that includes four pans: .English.
for late registration). Students can _reading..mathemati,cs and science..
get registration materials from their The ACT is not an aptitude test, but
school counselor or register online is based on the curriculum taught in
at www.act.org.
high school and what colleges
ACT scores are accepted by vir- expect students to know when they
tually all colleges in the nation, begin their first year at college.
including all Ivy League schools. Students are urged to take sample
The test is given in all 50 states. A tests before the test date to become
student's ACT scores are consid- familiar with the format. Free samered by colleges for admissions and ple tests are available from high
course placement, along with icy- school Counselors.

Meals on Wheels

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times photo

Preschool students from the Ruby Simpson Center listen as lead teacher Joan
Weber reads to them from a big book during storytime. Pictured left to right are Zech Mandeel, Destiny Ngezem, Weber, Rosie Morningstar and Elizabeth Ustinov.
"Make sure you have parts of the day where
you get on eye level with the child and talk to
them," Weber said.
She also suggested parents talk to children
while going through their daily routine, such as
telling them they are going to take a bath, fix
them a snack or change their diaper. She also
said a handy way to interact with the child is to
make a grocery list, asking the child what the
family needs and reading the items aloud while
pointing to the words.
Murray Head Start recently received a
Reading is Fundamental Grant, in which every

child receives three books a year.
-They get to choose the books, take- them home and keep them," Homback said. She also
said the grant helps parents make sure they have
the resources to keep the children surrounded by
literacy, such as providing magazines, newspapers and books.
Homback also said literacy is a very important part of Murray Head Start's curriculum,
which includes improving writing skills.
"Its is really neat to see their portfolios for
the year and see how much they have learned,"
Hornback saiil.

Photo provided by Calloway County Schools

They were made from zucchini and rice cakes, cookies and
beef jerkey, and even chocolate. It wasn't a cooking assignment. It was an edible car race in Beth Morehead's physics
class at Calloway County High School. All parts of the car
had to be edible. Before the student could display their
car's rolling abilities, they had to describe each ingredient
to prove it was edible. Then, the car was place on an
incline. The object of the activity was to time how long
the car traveled, how far it traveled, and then figure the
car's Velocity, or speed, while traveling.

MMS sax quartet gets invite to music teachers conference
BY JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
When the Kentucky Music
Educators State Conference commences in Louisville February,
Calloway County will be very well
represented.
Already,
North
Calloway
Elementary School's Tracy Leslie
knows she will be in the running
for the commonwealth's title as top
elementary teacher, something East
Calloway Elementary's Linda
Stalls did have come her way two
years ago.
As of Wednesday afternoon,
though, a phone call to Murray
Middle School music director Beth
Stribling said that the Murray district would also have a chance to
shine before the state's top musical
minds of the academic genre'. Four
of her former MMS saxophone
standouts, now freshmen at Murray
High, will provide the entertainment.
"I've never had this happen. It's
the first time in 20 years, and it's a
huge honor for these kids and our
program," said Stribling of the
opportunity now afforded to students Josh Hyatt, Wesley Bolin,
Daniel
White
and
Bryan
McDonald. She told them of their
reward just minutes after receiving
the call. "I was acting a little crazy.
I was stomping around and beating

the table of my,office (at MMS).
"And I think they're having a
pretty good day, I would imagine.
They find out that they'll get to
perform at something like this, they
get out of school for the day a little
early (due to a water main break at
MHS that day). It's all good."
Stribling said the quartet members have been playing together
since their seventh-grade year and
it was very early in that relationship that she began noticing something special happening. She said
the four instrumentalists developed
an uncommon bond, becoming
quite close while also developing
an unmistakable chemistry.
That relationship helped them
decide to take their act to the public. Several times, they have performed for functions around the
city.
Meanwhile, MHS band instructor Dee Bishop was also noticing
the development of the quartet.
Even though both campuses are
separated by around two miles, the
high school and middle school programs still make it a point of trying
to work together quite often, meaning Bishop makes many trips
downtown during a week, while
Stribling does likewise for the high
school.
That allows Bishop to feel just
as proud of the saxophonists as

Stribling.
"For every music educator, having this kind of thing happen is
what you hope for," Bishop said,
explaining that, in the case of these
four students, it was really a matter
of taking what they were taught to
heart.
"We try to give these kids a lot
of great information, along with the
instruction and teaching of discipline. What they've done is just
take the info and used it for their
benefit."
He also said his experiences of
working with Hyatt, Bolin, White
and McDonald while they were in
middle school showed quickly big
things might be in their future.
"One thing I've definitely seen
is that all these kids are their own
worst critics. That's why they're
going to do a fantastic job with
this," Bishop said. "It's a credit to
them and their school that they got
accepted. In order to get into this,
you have to get to a certain level,
meaning you work hard and do the
things necessary to achieve that.
This is their reward for that."
The quartet actually achieved
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo
their honor while still middle
schoolers, having submitted an Murray High School saxophone players who will provide the entertainment for the Kentucky
eight-song compact disc last Music Educators State Conference in February are, from left, Josh Hyatt, Wesley Bolin, Daniel
White and Bryan McDonald.
spring.
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What's New?
Well...
• New Topiaries • Keepers of The Light Jar Candles
• Fall Items Arriving Daily
• Wreaths & Arrangements • Hardy Mums
And...

RED BARN
GIFT SHOPPE

Hwy.94 West • Murray
435-4770
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Help Your
Children Make
The Most of
Their Learning
Experience
With Regular
Eye Exams.
Call Our Office Today For Your Appointment

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
"Your Full-Scope Printary Eyeozre Specialist."
DR. KEVIN M.ADAMS
308 S. 12th St. • Murray •(270)759-2500
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Murray State Football

Racers return to normal schedule
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The first two weekends of the
.2003 seascii ha.C.Reen a "cd.Se- of
extremes for the Murray State Racers.
In the span of just one week,
the Racers' schedule took a trip
from college football's outhouse
- non-scholarship Valparaiso —
to its -penthouse — Southeastern
•:-Conference foe Kentucky.
Predictably. Murray (1-1) had
little trouble dispatching the Crusaders 34-0 in Week I. By the
same token, the Racers had their
hands full against the Wildcats
this past Saturday, falling 37-6.
But MSU will return to a certain sense of normalcy this week
_schedwhen-i4 returns- to--its
u le against regional rival Southern Illinois. The Racers will take
on the Salukis Saturday at 6 p.m.
at McAndrew Stadium in Carbondale,. Ill.
"As you look at our schedule,
Valpo was a team we should have
been able to handle,- and we did
And --Kentucky --was-- a-little-bit-

better than we are," said Pannunzio, whose squad will face
SIU this weekend before returning -home to welcome- Indiana
State. "These next two weeks,
we're going to find out what we
have."
Despite stepping up a level at
UK, Pannunzio insisted Monday
that his squad did show some
improvement against the Wildcats — particularly on the offensive side of the ball, where - the
the Cats on the
_
_ outgained
_Racers
ground.
Minus a six-minute span that
bridged the first and second quarters, Murray more than held its
own against its in-state rival.
"We played Kentucky for two
reasons: One was to win the game
and the other was to find out
how our kids would react in
adverse situations," Pannunzio
claimed. "Obviously, we dug ourselves a pretty deep hole early
in the second quarter.
"But I was pleasantly surprised
_hy _how our kids reacted. They
didn't lay down and quit ... I
ere
some Cases, We competed and'W—
able to hold up pretty good," he
added. The Racer offensive line — a
concern with five new starters
— did show some improvement
against Kentucky, but still allowed
the Wildcat defense to sack quarterback Stewart Childress four

Brooks*
Alabama
has few
problems

By MURRAY EVANS
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Ask
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks about,
his impressions of Alabama, and
the praise of the Crimson Tide
begins to flow.
"They looked like a real football team, the real deal," Brooks
said Monday during his weekly
news conference. "Big, fast, angry,
strong, all of the superlatives.
got
They've
great balance.
They're .very
and
physical
fast. Tremendous team speed
on defense. Very
active quarterback. I was impressed by his play
and his poise. Offensive line is
-enormous -and -talented. -They've
got all of the weapons."
Kentucky (1-1) will visit Alabama (1-1) on Saturday in the Southeastern Conference opener for both
teams. The teams haven't played
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
since 1997, • when the Wildcats
durwon 40-34 in overtime — KenA Murray State runner tries to run through the arms of two Kentucky defenders
The
Stadium.
alth
first win over the Crimtucky's
Commonwe
at
Saturday
ing the Racers' 37-6 loss to the Wildcats last
since 1922. Alabama is
Tide
son
rival
regional
against
week
this
schedule
Racers return to their normal Division I-AA
31-2-1 all-time against Kentucky
Southern Illinois.
and has never lost to the Wildof-punts
—Murray did put together--an up well igainst a tarented - UK —"It -seems -like,- up front, we have the-direction-of-a-eouplecats .in Alabama.- Abney instead
Brooks said his team progressed
impressive touchdown drive, going offense that featured strong-armed a chance to have a pretty good that went straight to
bounds.
of
out
of
during its 37-6 win over Murray
70 yards in nine plays for its quarterback Jared Lorenzen and defense.
"Our kicking game has to step
"We're going to get another
State last Saturday, but that the
only points of the night — a 5- All-America wide receiver/kick
and has to improve," Panup
play
we
when
week
this
test
big
Abney.
freshman
Derek
Wildcats must improve more to
returner
yard touchdown run by
that
have a chance to beat Alabama.
Lorenzen did throw for 197 SIU because they're a big, phys- nunzio said. "That's an area
tailback Chad Cook with 3:13
it will
"I think we improved quite a
yards and four touchdowns on ical team who likes to run the has to get better because
left in the first half.
wins
who
in
difference
a
make
a
of
more
is
Kentucky
football.
But
attempts.
bit on assignments," Brooks said.
"As crazy as it may sound, I 14-of-21 passing
OVC title."
"Our defensive responsibilities
think we did make some strides the Wildcats' ground game man- finesse team, but we're going to the
The Racers came out
Injuries:
team
running
see a hard-nosed
were a lot sounder. Offensively,
and we---did-improve from week aged just 134 yards.
of the Kentucky game basically
The Racers will also get a this week."
we didn't have as many assignone to week two," said Pannunio
with the exception of
healthy,
not
was
Pannunzio
area
One
return
the
with
week
this
ment breakdowns but we did have
boost
of the MSU offense.
was the tailback Ulysses Odoms and backMICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo
way too many penalties, so that's
"Overall, we did some good of tackle Pete Zachary, who has particularly happy with
MSU head coach Joe Pan- things. When you have 20 first been out of the lineup the first kicking game, where punters Jesse up receiver Leonard Nutter. Both
a negative. In the kicking game,
Ohliger and James Gaither aver- players suffered shoulder injuries
we saw significant improvement.
nunzio voices his opinion to downs, you really can't be too two weeks with an injury.
The and may not play against Southkick.
per
yards
37
just
aged
with
pleased
very
need all of that improvestill
We'll
"I'm
weeklast
during
official
an
frustrated."
was also upset with ern Illinois.
ment and more this week."
Defensively, the Racers held our defense," Pannunzio explained. Racer coach
end's game at Kentucky.
Breakdowns in pass protection
in a 40-26 season-opening loss to
Louisville forced Kentucky quarterback Jared Lorenzen to constantly scramble and ad lib. Lorenzen had more time to find receivers
against Murray State and threw four
touchdown passes.
Now the line must improve its
blocking, Brooks said. The
run
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Fireworks above yard gain as a tight end. "It's one of those Wildcats managed only 103 yards
the field, flyovers above the stadium, and deals where we don't like each other. We rushing against Murray State and
really don't."
Rocky leading the cheers.
108 against Louisville.
But the Bucs sure liked coming to Philadel- just
How could the Tampa Bay Buccaneers beat
just need to be more aggres"We
phia this year.
that?
our run blocking with the
in
sive
play,"
to
"We played the way we expected
In every way possible.
line," Brooks said.
offensive
entire
The Super Bowl champions began defense Sapp said. "Once we got it rolling, you know "Part of that comes with hopeof their title Monday night by turning the how we are. We're like sharks with blood in 'fully being mentally ready to play,
the water. We're coming."
Linc into their personal playground.
and emotionally, that we get a litThe rest of the league better look out.
Less than eight months after they throttled
tle adrenaline flowing through the
the Eagles for the NFC championship in the After a sloppy first half, the Bucs took on
blood veins. That should help."
final game at Veterans Stadium, the Bucs the look of a budding dynasty. Johnson went
South Florida quarterback Ronmoved their act across the street to Lincoln 13-for-14 for 119 yards.
Banks passed for 199 yards
nie
Jurevicius finished one drive with a brilFinancial Field and blanked Philadelphia 17a touchdown in a 40-17 loss
and
liant 7-yard TD catch on which he tipped a to Alabama, while Oklahoma's
A suffocating defense, some sharp passing high pass into the air at the 2, slipped around Jason White passed for 259 yards
from Brad Johnson and two spectacular touch- a defender and made a lunging reception in and two touchdowns in the No.
down catches by Joe Jurevicius keyed the the end zone for a 17-0 lead.
1-ranked Sooners' 20-13 win over
Earlier, on a 13-yard score to cap a 12- the Crimson Tide last Saturday.
dominant win.
"We kind of embrace all this Philly love," play, 80-yard drive, Jurevicius leaped in the Lorenzen is Kentucky's career passBRAD C BOWER/AP
linebacker Derrick Brooks, the 2002 Defen- corner of the end zone for Johnson's pinpoint ing yardage leader, but Brooks
Tampa Bay receiver Joe Jurevicius (83) catches a tipped pass for a
pass and caught it while barely tiptoeing said the Wildcats won't necessarsive Player of the Year, said.
for the touchdown.
inbounds
when
touchdown in front of Eagles cornerback Sheldon Brown (24) during
especially
well,
"We want to play
ily throw any more than usual
"I felt like I was throwing to Yao Ming against the Crimson Tide.
we play the Eagles," added All-Pro defensive
the fourth quarter of Monday's game. Jurevicius had the only touchtackle Warren Sapp, who even made a 14- out there," Johnson joked.
downs in the game, both on passes, as the Buccaneers won, 17-0.
"I didn't see Alabama being
too. vulnerable anywhere," Brooks
said. "South Florida made a few
plays on them, and Oklahoma hit
them on a wide screen, and then
a wide screen-and-go two plays
In other NL games. it was: Houston not enough for us to win," Mets manBy The Associated Press
in a row (the second of which
Art
said.
Howe
ager
Cincin9;
Pittsburgh
and
4;
Milwaukee
8.
The Florida Marlins have their sights
resulted in a touchdown), and they
Braves 6, Phillies 4
set on the NL wild card, and they've nati I.
hit them on a post pattern (resultback
bounced
Ortiz
Russ
Atlanta,
At
struck
McKeon lifted Beckett, who
got a simple approach for the stretch
ing in another touchdown). They
careerhis
for
start
shaky
from
another
hitpinch
for
a
two,
walked
and
six
out
fun.
had three big-time pass plays
"We're neck-and-neck with Philadel- ter in the seventh. Nate Bump, Ugueth high. NL-leading 19th win.
them.
against
the
in
runs
four
up
with
gave
Ortiz
(19-6)
phia.- outfielder Todd Hollandsworth said. Urhina and Braden Looper followed
we'd like to move
"Obviously,
scorefive
top
pitched
of
the
first,
then
Mets
the
handing
innings,
scoreless
three
"We've got to keep pushing. The team
we can," Brooks
way
any
ball
the
a
mounted
less innings while the Braves
with the best record over the next 19 their fifth straight loss.
Ave can estabunless
"But
said.
Kevin
teammate
former
against
Beck=
comeback
"It was.outstanding pitching from
games wins."
of a running
a
semblance
lish
manager
Millwood
(14-10).
Marlins
relievers."
the
and
en
Josh Beckett.(8-7) held New York to
it will be
Alabama,
against
game
things
"I've battled with mechanical
four hits over six innings as the Mar- .Jack McKeon said. "I didn't want to
protect
and
to
pass
difficult
very
Ortiz,
said
game,"
before
the
get
in
early
and
go
lins beat the Mets 5-0 on Monday night take hint out. but I had to
quarterback. We need to have
the
fourhis
controlling
who
had
trouble
runs."
some
and moved into a tie with the Phillies
some balance against Alabama."
Florida scored four times in the ninth seam fastball. "I just had to trust that I
for the NL wild-card lead.
Kentucky switched punters
everydo
and
was
again
to
going
pinchit
find
when
-1 was just trying to stay in there," _ off reliever Orber Moreno_
against Murray State, with Anthozeros.—
I
up
.to
put
thing
RBI
could
single.
an
hit
th
Holiandswor
hitter
Beckett said. "We had to win."
ny Thornton receiving the call
Mark DeRosa hit a two-run homer in
That's because Philadelphia lost to Juan Pierre tripled in two runs, and Luis
Sevin Sucurovic had a punt
after
in
.run
go-ahead
the
first
the
and
scored
ED BETZ/AP
Atlanta 6-4, puttinkthe Martins-and _Philltes C'astilto doubted in Pierre.
and dropped a snap on
blocked
Andruw
when
the
third
fifth.
homer
from
scoring
solo
a
hit
also
Gonzalez
a
Alex
Marlins pitcher Josh Beckett delivers
at the top of the wild-card standings with
attempt in the loss to
another
the
with
off to lead off , the third against Steve Jones hit into a double play
identical 79-65 records.
pitch to a New York Mets batter during
Louisville.
bases
run
one
loaded.
Los Angeles is* just two games behind Trachsel. Trachsel (14-9) allowed
the fourth inning of Monday's contest at
Brooks seemed pleased with
Will Cunnane pitched the ninth for
Florida and Philadelphia after beating and four hits in seven innings.
York,
in
New
Stadium
Shea
results.
the
• 1 ety night there's bright spots, but the second save of his career.
Arizona 10-3. •

Buccaneers defeat Philly
to begin title defense

0.

Marlins, Phillies tied for wild card lead
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REBOARD White Sox take one-game lead in Central
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

- Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
me today for a FREE quote.
832-1032 •17,0214wv1.71.1.pypAss• viTRit.%).;KY
KFBMurrey.cem
stueirt_alesondsr n kytbIns.eeen

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
Ali Times CDT
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
—
New York
86
56 606
Boston
60 5803 12
83
72
71
50314 1-2
Toronto
66
77
46220 1/2
Baltimore
57
84
40428 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L
Pet GB
77
66
538
Chicago
67
531
1
76
Minnesota
73
69 5143 1/2
Kansas City
82 43115 1/2
62
Cleveland
26139 1/2
Detroit
37
105
West Division
W
L
Pet GB
84
60
583
—
Oakland
61
5731 1/2
82
Seattle
70
74
486 14
Anaheim
64
79 .44819 1/2
Texas
-Monday's Games
N.Y Yankees 9, Toronto 3
Baltimore_13, Boston 14
Chicago White Sox 5, Minnesota 2
Anaheim 3, Oakland 1 Tuesday's Games
Boston (Lowe 14-6) at Baltimore (Moss
1-3). 6:05 p.m.
Detroit (Robertson 1-0) at N.Y. Yankees
(Contreras 5-2), 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Lidie 12-11) at Tampa Bay
,(Waechter 2-0), 6:15 p.m.
Cleveland (Ja.Davis.7-10) at Kansas City
(Gobble 3-3), 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Pulido 0-0) at Chicago White
Sox (Eluehrte 11-13), 7:05 p.m.
Texas (14ounce 1-4) at Seattle (R.Franklin
9-12). 9:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Bootcheck 0-0) at Oakland
(Duchscherer4-0), 9:05 p.m.

National League
East Division
•
L
Pct GB
Atlanta
91
53 632
—
Florida
79
65 549 12
Philadelphia
79
65 549 12
Montreal
72
72 500 19
81
43428 1+2
New York
62
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Chicago
76
67 531
—
Houston
76
67 531
—
St Louis
75
69 5211 1/2
Pittsburgh
65
77 45810 1/2
434 14
Milwaukee
62
81
Cincinnati
82 427 15
61
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
—
San Francisco
86
55 610
Los Angeles
76
66
53510 112
73
50714 1/2
Arizona
71
79
45122 112
Colorado
65
84
40828 1
San Diego
58
Monday's Games
Florida 5, N Y Mets 0
Pittsburgh 9, Cincinnati 1
Atlanta 6, Philadelphia 4
Houston 8, Milwaukee 4
Los Angeles 10. Arizona 3
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 12-9) vs Montreal (Day 7-6) at San Juan, 605 p m
Florida (Pavano 11-111 at N V Mets
(Glavine 9-12), 6 10 p m
Pittsburgh (S.Torres 5-41 at Cincinnati
(Hall 0-01, 6-10 pm
Philadelphia (Wolf 13-9) at Atlanta
(Reynolds 11-8), 635 p m
Houston (Redding 8-14) at Milwaukee
(Obermueller 0-4), 7 05 p rn
Colorado (Jennings 11-12) at St Louis
(Haren 3-5), 7:10 p.m
Los Angeles (Jackson 0-0) at Arizona
(Johnson 4-7), 8;35 p.m.
San Francisco-(Correia-1-1) at -San
Diego (Howard 1-01, 9-05 pm

Former Wildcat Edwards
joins staff at Morehead
MOREHEAD, Ky. (API — Former Kentucky star Allen Edwards
has joined the coaching staff at Morehead State..
Edwards, 27, of Miami. Fla., played for the Wildcats from 199598, playing for two NCAA championship teams and an NCAA runner-up. He scored 819 career points and averaged 6.2 points, 2.2
rebounds and 2.1 assists. His 285 career assists rank 14th on UK's
all-time list.
Edwards played briefly in the CBA and IBL.
He served as a team manager for Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
last season.
"Allen has received basic coaching experience at one of the top
programs in the country.- said Morehead State coach Kyle Macy,
also a former Wildcat. "We look forward to his contributions to our
basketball team as we build on last year's conference championship."

CHICAGO (AP) — Jose
Valentin and Miguel Olivo had
two RBIs each in a five-run first
inning Monday night as Bartolo
Colon and the Chicago White Sox
beat the Minnesota Twins 5-2 in
the opener of a key four-gamk.
series.
Chicago took a one-game lead
in the AL Central. The teams also
play three times next week at the
Metrodome.
Colon (13-12) allowed 10 hits
and made a sparkling play, snaring Denny Hocking's line drive
up the middle with runners at second and third and no outs in the
seventh.
The White Sox, responding to
a loud crowd of 32,807 on a halfprice ticket night, got all -five of
their first-inning runs with two
outs against Kyle Lohse (12-11).

Minnesota Twins manager Ron Gardenhire is ejected by umpire Gerry Davis after arguing
that a foul ball hit by Cristian Guzman that was fair in the fourth inning against the
Chicago White Sox Monday night in Chicago.

Gui earns OVC honors for MSU;
Wong named to all-tournament team
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Sophomore middle blocker Abbi
Gui was named the Ohio Valley
Conference Offensive Player of the
Week for the week ending Sept.
7.
Gui earned the honor after a
stellar performance at the Michigan/Pepsi Challenge, averaging 3.58 kills
per game with
a .309 attack
percentage
against - The
likes of- No. 16- Louisville, Ne.
29 Texas A&M and host Michigan. Gui also averaged 0.92 blocks
per game last weekend.
She had 16 kills and four blocks
to lead the Racers against

Louisville, -had 14 kills -and-three
blocks against Texas A&M and
13 kills and four blocks against
Michigan.
Murray State next takes part in
the Bowling Green State Invitational in Bowling Green, Ohio, on
Sept-. 12-13. The Racers have theirhome-opener on Sept. 16 against
defending OVC champion Tennessee-Martin.
Sophomore setter Nikki Wong
was named to the All-Michigan/Pepsi Challenge Team for her
performance in the three-day tournament that featured- No. 16Louisville, No, 29 Texas---A&M
and host Michigan.
Wong was named to the alltournament team after handing out
10.33 aisists per game, repelling
2.75 digs per game and slapping
1.92 kills per game with an attack

.3-70.

percentage- of
Wong was joined on the alltournament team by tournament
MVP Erin Moore, Lisa Gamalski
and Jennifer Gandolph of Michigan; Lena Ustymenko of Louisville;
and Melissa Munsch and Laura
Jones of Texas A&M.
—
Michigan won the tournament
on tie-breakers after tying Louisville
and Texas A&M at 2-1. The tie
was broken by determining the
win percentage of the games played.
Murray State now prepares to
take part in the Bowling Green
State Invitational in Bowling Green,
-Ohio.The Racers take on Iowa State
on Friday at 12:30 p.m. CT, then
host Bawling Green State on Friday at 5 p.m. CT. MSU closes
out the tourney against West Virginia on Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
CT.

Petrino expecting shootout
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A wry smile almost sneaked across
Louisville coach Bobby Petrino's face as he sized up Saturday's
matchup with Syracuse.
"It could be a high-scoring game," Petrino said at his news conference Monday.
The Cardinals. (1-0) relied on a newfound ground attack in a 4024 win at Kentucky on Aug. 31, running the ball nearly twice as
many times as they passed (44 rushes, 23 passes). Louisville rushed
for 240 yards, its highest output in a game since 1999.
But Petrino sees an opportunity to go to the air against the Orangemen, who ranked 117th in the nation in pass defense in 2002 and
allowed 340 passing yards in a win over North Carolina last weekend.

4t4,

4*3 116-inch
Cheese

Lady Racer
golf finishes
13th in match
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two-time defending Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray
State opened the 2003-2004
women's golf season with a solid
411owing--in---the---36-- ----team Unlimited Potential/Bay Tree
Classic last weekend at Myrtle
Beach, S.C.
The Lady Racers shot a 36hole score of 319-314 - 633 in
the event, which was held at Bay
Tree Golf Plantation. Coastal Carolina won the event with a sore
MSU was led by reigning OVC
Golfer of the Year Lee-Anne Pace
Wh
o—finished the tirst event iTir
the season with a tie for 16th in
the field of 186 golfers'. Pace shot
77-75 - 152 in the two-day event.

PIZZA SPECIAL!

A Bad);S
Good For
Dine-In
and Carryout

Add any one topping for 99C
(Exp 9/30/03)

Grill

Home ofthe Calzone
Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. 762-0441
817 Coldwater Rood, Past Five Points

STORE CLOS NI

After 46 years in business, Owen's Food Market is closing. Due to the health of family
members, we will no longer be able to operate the store.
We sincerely appreciate your business and value all the friendships we have made over the years.

LIQUIDATION SALE
21I0%OFF
All In-Store Merchaindise
(Excluding Milk and Cigarettes)
Our Deli will remain open until we close, but we cannot accept any special
or party orders after September 15th. Our Meat Department will continue to offer the finest
choice meats until the store closes.
Thank You, The Owen Family

OWEN'S
Food Market

Deli Hot Line 753-7811
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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The TV Listings published daily
TUESDAY EVENING
AB, 7:00
*rat.MK 2 VIIRules
erSILAIIC 3 3 II Rules

arn

. Jim

Jim

Jim

WSBY-NIC 4 4 WhoopiI Nappy
,WIW-CIIS 5 5.Big Brother 4 ,, N)I
WPS)4111C 6 6 Whoop t iiappy

8:30

9:00 1 9:30

10:00

- Linehan NYPO Bkie 9 •News
Less Than NYPD Blue ke
News ti

11:00

10:30

ESPN2
MTV
TNT
?LC
LIFE
ANC
A&E

News

Cipid I

Late Show ,In Stereo) Entertain
Lab Show (N)I
Tgpight Show A)I Late Night (In Stereo) Last Call
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live I Seinfeld I Hollywood
News
To Be Announced
Served
News
Art-Century
Dharma
Simpsons '70s Show Drew
GRC
Change

Judging Amy!

_ILO*

News
News et

NICK
HGTV
SPIKE

25 30 Playmakers
26 49 Newlywed Newlywed Real World Real World Real World Newlywed
2$ 27 Law & Order !In Stereo) I.BR & Order • Burden Charmed ;In Stereo. LX
29 41 you Thinking?
Urban Legends
Med. Mysteries
30 52 Unsolved Mysteries
Movie: ''A Kiss So Deadly"(1996) Dedee Pfeiffer.

CBS
TOON

52 26 IS 30' MLB Baseball Ph ladelphia Philles at Atlanta Braves
65 32 Ed, Edd
Yu-GI-Ohl Pokemon Jackie
Samurai

COURT

66 61 Crime Stories
Forensic Forensic
67 39 Movie: err 'Class Act") 992)Christopher Reid

HBO
MAX
SHOW
DISN
FLIX
HBO2

Harvey _Paid Prog. Paid Prog,
Fnends I Late Late Show (N)
In the Heat of the Night Street
Suddenly
Jacobs

Feed

Place

Place

Extra it JGRC

WKRN-ABC 2 2 News
WSIL-ABC 3 3 News
ViSilV-NBC 4 4 News
ViTYF-CBS 5 5 News
WPSD-NBC 6 6 AgDay
WB8J-ABC 7 7 News

5:30

6:00 1 6:30

News

News

Golden

X-Files ' Daernonicus.
Lied. Mysteries

Nanny! Nanny X

Third Watch (In Stereo) Biography: Calvin Klein MI-5 "Nest of Angels" X
700 Club(N)I

Growing

Growing

Paid Prog. Paid Prog.

3's Co.

3's Co.

Cosby

Cosby

Wings! Cheers

Ground

Landscape Room

Decorating House

Family

Futurama Inuyasha

Gender

Curb
Joe Schmo In Stereo) Blind Date Blind Date
Seinfeld X Movie: r* -The Presidio":19881 Sean Connery at -The De Is Force'
X Men

Mugshots

NYPD Blue (In Stereo) Crime Stories

A„-Chaner 84Aurray Electric

Midnight Love

Today In Stereo,.!

News

News

Comicview

Band
Irl Stereo lk Showgirls: Glitz

Caillou

Arthur! Couch

Paid

Elimidate Sherlock Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

TelePaid

Scudder Believers Justice
Truths

Jewish

Inspir-

Caillou

To Read Math

Myster-

Paid

Paid

MTV _

SportsCenter I

Shrinks
Divorce

Feud

1Feud

People's Court!

Divorce

Other Half!

Good Day Live IN)

Price Is Right!

Young-Restless

Your Day Life

Dragon

Auto Show

Dra•

Jacobs

Arthur! Clifford

Body-

Pt

Reading Cyber-

Regis and Kelly

Shepherds Chapel Sabrina

BodyE•

The View (In Stereo Divorce

Matlock "The Don" Heat of Night

Life
Arm-

SportsCenter Y.

Zoboo

Barney

Believers Living

SportsCenter rit-

Family

Mr
Jay Jay
Hughleys Married.., Jerry Springer!

SportsGenter -X

SportsCenter 1- 12

126 9 MTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)
'28 7 Pensacola-Wing
Lost World!

Pretender!

Video Clash-Band II 'Band II Band II Bandit
Charmed (In Stereo) ER "Masquerade'! ER - Stuck on You..

TLC

29 41 Bus

Brum 1' Save

Animal

Baby

LIFE

30 52 Paid

Paid

USA

32 51 ,400) Bloomberg Information Network

AMC

34 58 (3.45) Movie

Bus

Baby

Design-. Golden

Hunting Walkers Fly Water Offshore NBA

A&E

35 35 Paid

Paid

36 53 Life

Cor-

Meda-

Beyblade Rangers Rangers Boss?

Living

NICK

3722 Inside TV Thorn-

Arnold

Rocket

Rugrats Sponge Rubba-

Max

Decorat- Home

HGTV

4336 Paid

Our

Martha

Solu-

TIPical

Quilts

Duvall

SPIKE

4433 Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Baywatch X

WTBS
r

5226 Mama

Mama

Saved-

Saved-

TOON

(6532 He-Man

Zoids

Pokemon Ed, Edd

COURT

6661 Paid

Paid

;BET

Paid
Paid
67 39 Morning Inspiration With Brother Gerard

CMTV

7034 Smash Hits of Country
72 Movie

10n Set

Nanny! Mad

700 Club IN 11'
Dora
Blues-

Band II

Law & Order!
Golden

MakNanny!

Movie:** 'Au Pair"(1999) X
Dora

Tweenies Oswald

Little Bill

Treasure Sensible Decorat- Country Small

Miami Vice!

Real'TV Real TV
The A-Team
Movie: *hi -Hello Again"(1987, Fantasy) Dawson's Creek! Dawson's Creek! Saved- SavedDexter Ducks Sylvester'Looney Scooby 1Scooby Scooby-Doo
Courage Dexter
Paid
Open Court
Paid
Trial Heat
BET Start

BET corn 1106 & Park: BET'. Top 10 Live
"Desperado: Avalanche at Devil's Ridge"

I"S°I°"X

Artists' Spec,
1"New Adv. of Pinocchio
'Movie: "Scooby-Doo"(2002)X Movie: cc "P.C.U."(1994)X
"Paradise. Hawaiian Style"'G' 1Movie: rr'''i "The Juror"(1996)`R' 3E
'Movie: cc "Evolution"(2001) I"One Hour Photo"!

73(4:30)Movie: "Evidence-Blood" Movie: *** -'Up in Arms"(1944, Musical) Movie: ret "Hannibal Brooks"
1Pooh
Stanley IPBJ
1Rolie
Wiggles 'Wiggles Stanley 1Rolie
PBJ

78 31 Bear

Mad

NFL Live
NBA

Nash Bridges I
Movie: ** Incident at Deception Ridge" Movie: cc "Back to Back"(1989 Drama)
Movie: 'You're Never Too Young"(1955) Movie: etreti 'The Nutty Professor"(1963. Comedy) !Movie: "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
Calif.-Dream
Movie: **** "Gandhi"(1982. Biography) Murder, She Wrote Murder, She Wrote City Confidential!

FAN

71(3:55)Movie

Band II

Wedding Wedding Personal Personal Mak-

Nanny! Golden

Beyond
Inspir-

Sesame Street!

Fishing _Skies

Hi-5!

Beyond

1Missions Inspir-

Auto Show

Fit & Lite Workout Design-

Y&R

Regis and Kelly

Hillbillies Hillbillies Hap
Hagee

News

News
!

Sesame Street!

Hatchett Hatchett Judge Mathis!
Paid

Early Show i In Stereo)!

16 38 Children Life
17 83 Truth
Zola

Dr. Phil

Montel Williams I Price Is Right!
Martha Stewart

Lions

25 30 Body-

DISN

Wanted
"Center'
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_

!Today (In Stereo) 31-_
Good Morning America 11`

2429 SportsC• SportsCenter ff:

SHOW

Forensic

Most Shocking 2

Ellen Show

Mr

ESPN2

AX

Cowboy

Forensic

Regis and Kelly
The View (In Stereo) Pyramid Pyramid
Monte' Williams ff." The View (In Stereo) Pyramid Pt

Early Show
!

Good Morning

ESPN

HBO

Trigun

8:30- -900-1- 910 :
. 10:00_1 10:30 11:00 11:30

8:00

News

KFVS-CBS 12 12 Breakfast Show

WKMU-PBS 21 21 Yoga
WOKA-W13 22 16 Coin

_

7:00 [7:30

Good Morning America!
News! Good Morning America ff"

News '7:.r_ News
!

AgDay
WINPT-PBS 8 8 Berens- BodyE
KBSI-Fox 9 9 Dating RoseW0TV-UPH 10 17 (Off Air)

TNT

America
Cosby I

Lines
SportsCtr,
Baseball Tonight .Le. EXPR 2Day (N)
New Tom Green Show MTV Special (In Stereo.

Law & Order (In Stereo) X-Files Alone I
You Thinking?
Urban Legends
Golden

America
Justice

Playmakers

Video

Movie: cc', a0vt There"(1995)13G-13'

Movie: ***Li "Man of kw"(1981. Drama)'PG'

HB02

"Bon'Voyage"

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
A B 12:00 12:30

1:00

1:30

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

6:00

Passions in Stereo) Edition

Dr. Phil

WBBABC 7 7 All My Children (r"
ANPT-PBS 8 8 TeeMr
KBSI-Fox 9 9 Brown Brown

Caillou

700 Club(N)N

GRC

Paid

Little House

Dharma King-Hill Horn-

70s

King-Hill Simp-

W0TV-UP11 10 17 Welhe-

Entertain Main

Paid

Paid

John Walsh Show

Crossing Crossing Road

Road

Blind

Holly-

Judy

Judy

As the World Turns News

One Life to LiveI General Hospital! Maury!
Liberty, Lions

Zoboo

News

Dragon

Sagwa

Cyber-

Reading Clifford
Jackie

TNT

24 29 MLB Baseball Flonda Martins Si New York Mets (Live)I
25 30 SportsCenter N:! Golf: U S Sr Amateur
26 49 Band II Band II Bandit RealWrld RealWrld Tedder
28 27 Law & Order
! NYPD Blue!
NYPD Blue X

NewsI ABC

News :I=. Entertain

NBC

News

News

CBS

News

News! CBS

Billiards
Street-

Robson

Dis-

Chang-

5th

Will

Horn-

Magee

Believers Cerullo

Dragon Page
Business News-Lehrer
Pokemon Yu Gi Oti Cops! ,CopsI Griffith 1,Griffith
Horn
Internipt SportsGenter Live) ALB Baseball ;Live)

Street- Street- Street- NFL Live MLB Baseball (Live)
TRL (ITV)(In Stereo) Newly- Newly- Direct Effect
Judging Amy!
Charmed "sire Me' Law & Order!
While You Out
Home
Home
Secrets-Science

43136 Homes

Quilts

Duvall
44 33 7 Days 1^ Stereo/ Lk
WTBS 52 26 Cosby
Cosby
Futur•
—
TOON 65 32 Tom & Jerry
Dexter
COURT 66 61 Both Sides

Room

Design-

Design-

SPIKE

BET !

67 39 BET Now

CMTV

\7034 Smash Hits of Country

HBO

71111301 Movie
72 1! 15i Movie

Decorat- Bed-Bath Kitchen

ll Walls

Highlander!

Real TV

'Family

Rose-

Rose-

Horn-

Drew

'Dexter

Dexter

Dexter

Dexter

Totally

Closing Arguments
StudeM Center

House LandHomes House
Real P/ Reel TV Blind
Blind
HornDrew
Seinfeld Seinfeld Friends Friends
Gundam Dragon-Z Cyborg _Dragon Totally Dexter
Catherine Crier
Profiler On Stereo) Cops I Cops!
Real TV

Rap City: Tha Bassment

106 & Park: BETs Top 10 Live BET com
Rascal Rafts: Melt

Movie: "Protection"(2001. Suspense)'R' And Stamng Pancho Oka as Himself"! Movie: ''Juwanna Mann'(2002) "Scooby"
Movie: ** "The Marrying Man (1991) -R Movie: *'. -Collateral Damage"(2002)'R' Movie: rr "Escape Frorn L.A • On Set
SHOO/
73 Movie: at Born Losers"(1967)'PG' V
Movie: -Due Moon"(2000)X Nov
Movie:*")"Son-in-Law"(1993) Movie:* 'Bro-Dome :1996)1
DISH
78 31 Stanley Rohe
Pooh
House Sabnna Recess Recess Recess Kim
Proud
Sister
Even
Sister
Lizne
FUX
Movie: • Mailers Day (1*14)I WWII: *it slr'h 'Man of Iron"(1981j Jerzy Radzivelowicz. 'PG' :They Went That-A-Way and That-A-Way"
Movie
4
HBO2
Movie- * , Excess Baggage- Making Movie: 'Weekend at Bernie's" Movie: reir Wit"(2001, Drama 'P0-13' Telling Nicholas In Stereo)!
.
MAX

wo

Will

NICK

A&E
FAN

1349
1
4
W101
VALUE
ki49
P.

News! Ray-

HGTV

USA
AMC

GV1* OUR
WW1'
POPULA
VOA'S PAK

News -!' Fortune

Judging Amy!
2941 Dating
Dating Wedding Wedding Baby
Baby
Trading Spaces
30 52 Unsolved Mysteries Movie: "Holy Joe"(1999)John Ritter. X- Movie: 'Dire Woman s Courage"(19941 1 Golden Golden Nanny! Nanny I
32 51 JAG (In Stereo:'! Texas Ranger
Movie: lirli "Bitty Madison"(1995)I
Texas Ranger
Texas Range
Movie: The Rock"
34 58 Movie 'Movie: **'2 ' Diamond Head"(1963. Drama)
Movie: art''2 To Catch a Thief 195)!(
Movie: The Bridges at Toko-F11(1954)
35 354!irnerican Justice Movie: **** 'Sandhi"(1982, Biography) Murder, She Wrote Murder, She Wrote City Confidential! American Justice
36 53 Growing ,Growing Step
Step
Switched HangSo Little 71h Heaven!
Leonard Home Videos,
7th Heaven
!
37 22iMaggie Bob-Bldr Tiny
CatDog Thorn- Rugrals Rocket Ginger U-Pick Sponge U-Pick Arnold ,Rugrats Sponge

LIFE

Murray State- University is participating in a approximately 146 colleges and universities across
national initiative;The American Democracy Project, the country, representing more than L3 million stulaunched by the American Association of State dents.
Colleges and Universities (AASCU). The program is
"We want to help campuses change institutidnal
designed to increase the number of undergraduate stu- culture, as well as academic and extracurricular activdents engaged in civic life.
ities making civic engagement more intentional," said
The project addresses America's decreasing rate of George Mehaffy, vice president of academic leaderparticipation in civic life voting, advocacy and other ship and change at AASCU. "The,project will highforms of civic activity. The project will involve light the civic value of the college experience."

Fortune

News

Fresh Pr. Cosby 'Fresh Pr. Horn-

Bed Bug Disco* Mayhem

Street-

News

News
ABC
News
Fortune
Arthur! Zoom! News-Lehrer

Clifford

Wayne Brady Show Oprah Winfrey!
Family

ABC

Oprah Winfrey X
Barney

Scooby

_Spin City Ellen Show

Edition

News

NewsI NBC

VIDKA-W8 22 16 Ricki Lake!

Just

News

Jeopardy Million-

.KFVS-CBS 12 12 News ff.. Bold & B. As the World Turns Guiding Light!
1638 News In Stereo)! Elimidate 5th
WGN
Change Street
INSP
1783 Life •
Fellow- Hickey Rod P. Catch
Mass
'01KMU-PBS 21 21 TeleBerens- Shrinks Zoom! Libertys
_Lions

TLC

MSU participates in American Democracy project

6:30

WPSD-NBC 6 6 Days of Our Lives

MTV

At the Madisonville-North
Hopkins Invitational Marching
Band Competition on Saturday, the
Calloway County High School
Laker Band received more than the
distinguished rating that directors
Gary Mullins and Brian Burkett had
set for them. Seven awards, including a Distinguished rating, Reserve
Grand Champion, Best Colorguard
Class AA, Best Percussion Class
AA, Best Percussion Over-all
Award, Best Colorguard Over-all
Award and second place Class AA.
The Laker Band tied in Class AA
and'over-all with the Muhlenberg
North Star band as class AA and
over-all Grand Champions with a
score of 80.9. The official KMEA tie
breaking rule gave Muhlenberg
North first place Class AA and the
Dean Dowdy Sweepstakes Award,
The- Laker---Band received' The
photo provided
Reserve Grand Champion award
A strong beginning for the Laker Band as student representaarid 'sec-0nd- place honors-irr class' tives (clockwise
top left to right) Danny McCuiston, Carl
AA. Brooke Houston Suiter,_Kevin
Harris, Shane Carter, Kent Cooper, Kathryn Stalls, Cassie
Suiter, and Shane Smith, serve as
Fischer, Kimberly Dyer and Meagan Thweatt, accept awards
Calloway Co. Band Alumni staff.
won by the CCHS Laker Band including Reserve Grand
The Laker Band's field show this
Champion. The Laker Band has already qualified for the
year is titled "Forged in Fire.:
KMEA state Quarterfinals on Oct. 18.
Directors for the Laker Band are
Gary Mullins and Brian Burkett The next performance of the Laker Calloway Co. vs. Marshall Football
with_student_ieacher. cordez Bacon. Band will be on Sept. 12 at the Game held at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
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A-Charter 8-aturray Electric

2:00

liontel Williams! Maury!
Dr. Phil
Oprah Winfrey I

ESPN

Laker Band wins Grand Champion in Madisonville

Out-Box !Bear

WKRN-ABC 2 2 All My Children! One Life to LiveI General Hospital!
5511-ABC 3 3 All My Children X One Life to LiveI General Hospital!
_.
WSUV-NBC 4 4 News
News
Passions(In Stereo) Days of Our Lives
*1W-CBS 5 5 Y & R
Talk of the Town
Bold & B. Guiding Light!

ESPN2

The Mittray High School Tiger marching bands, to be held -in Band was named grand champinn „October.
of the Lone Oak 'Invitational
The band's show, "Black," is
Marching Band contest, held based on music from the motion
Saturday, Sept. 5. This is the first of picture, The Matrix.
five marching band contests the
The director of the Murray High
band will attend this year.
Band is Dee Bishop, who is assisted
About 15 bands were involved in by Beth Stribling and Jason Shelby.
the contest, with three in Class 3A, The drum major this year, for the
which Murray also won. Bands are third year, is senior Daniel Runnels,
classified according to size.
l'he next contest on the band's
_ The band was awarded a distin- fall schedule is Saturday. Sept. 13,
guished rating, qualifying it to com- at the University of Martin in
pete at the regional contest for Tennessee.

Wiggles 'Wiggles
They Went That-A-Way and That-A-Way" Movie: "Haunted Honeymoon" *1
/
2 "Lost Battalion"
Movie: *Li 'Solar Crisis"(1990) P0-13'! Movie: cc'7 'The Banger Sisters"(2002) Movie: **1
/
2 "Blood Work"(2002)'Ri X

FLIX

Wethe-

Bands
on the
run

Inspirbonl Inspirtionl

Movie: rat "Monster's Ball"(2001, Drama)'NR'
73 (6:30) Movie: -Scary 2' 'Movie: **L'i "R Xmas"(2001)'R'
Nov News Dead Like Me (ITV)
Movie:*'2 ' Spanish Judges"(1999) "Bekeveis"
78 31 Movie: *it': 'Johnny Tsunamr(1999, Drama)! Sister, Sit Boy World Kim
—Proud
Even
Sister, Sis. Boy World Recess!
Movie: ** "FX2"(1991) Bryan Brown.'P0-13' Movie: ** 'Golden Gate"(1994)'R Movie: *it 'The Hotel New Hampshire"(1984)'R' "Gangland"
Nine Good Teeth IN)(In Stereo! 1Movie: *** "Path to War"(2002, Drama) Michael Gambon. (In Stereo)! 1Movie: "Mission: Impossible'(1996)

A B- 5:00

INSP

Robson

Comicview
News
Turnstyle
70'34.Co''U 'Cowboy U Most Shocking 2
Band
Wanted
Cowboy ll Cowboy U
71 (615) Movie
Movie: "My Big Fat Greek Wedding" Once
Sex & City Real Time
72 Movie: ** "Dangerous Minds"(1995, Drama)'R' Movie: **""From Her (2001) Johnny Depp.'R

WEDNESDAY MORNING

WGN

Harvey

In Stereo)

Avoiding Armageddon In Stereo)(Pan 2 ot 4) News
K Life
Smallville Witness. k Judy
Judy
Roseanne
Roseanne
—
Playmakers'
,4',
Playmakers
SportsCenter tve)I
NFL Films ,ei x.
Boxing: Saul Montana vs Andre Punett

,35 35 Biography: Calvin Kein MI-5 -Nest of Angels!
Cold Case Files I-:
36 53 -Movie: at "Au Pair"(1999)Gregory Hamson I Whose? Whose?
_
37 22 Oddparent Amanda Cosby
Cosby
Cheers
Cheers
43 36 Ground
Landscapr Room
Decorating House
Curb
44 33 Star Trek: Next Gener. Joe Schmo In Stereo) Joe Schmo (In Stereo)

FAA,

BET

12:30

Mad
Any Day
32,51 JAG 'Vanished"I
Movie: r Baty Madison" 1995) Adam Sandier JAG 'Ares" (In Stereo) Nash Bridges!
Martin I Single
34 Sli Movie: mirk'2 "Charade '(1963, Mystery) Cary Grant.I
Movie: ace'.To Catch a Thief'(1955, Mystery) Movie:***Yi "Charade '(1963) 3f

USA

CMTV

12:00

friendsI Ronda! Nighiline Jimmy 'Warner Live I
Plightime Seinteid I Seinteld I Jimmy Kimmel Live 1
Tonight Show N )I _Late Night In Stereo) ILast Call

Jim
VAIPT•PBS $ 8 Nova In Stereo)I
Art in the Twenty-First Century ;V Stereo. I
KI3S-Fee 9 9 Perforating As... the)! 71w0.C. fin Stereoi Lk Frasier if. !WM &
0- 19TY-UP11 10 17 One
One
,UPWs Funky Flubs I Star Trek: VoyagerI Blind Date 5th Wheel
KFV5-011S 12 12 Big Brother 4 IN)I
CupidI
Judging Amy I
News A Late Show
1t4Gli . 263$ ALB Baseball. Chicago Cubsat Montreal Expos. News ,r. Stereo)if,
Rocktord Fin
INSP
17 13 lidethrgh 1Feed
Your Day Life Today Frazer Method.
Missions Inspirtionl
*KMO-PBS 21 21 Media
Bookclub
*DKA-WB 22 16 Gilmore GUIs t
ESPN
24 29 Season !-;.' 'et-

11:30

FrasierI Good tern Law & Order
freely I Good ilm Law & Order
-Jim
Less Than NYPD Blue A

111118,1-ABC 7 7 8 Ruin
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7:30 - 8:00

Tiger Band named Grand
Champion at Lone Oak
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & Timey Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested tc check the first
insertion of their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
immediately so correcnons can be made

ADJUSTMENTS
Monday

Fri. 11 1.T.

Tuesday

Mon 11 LT.
Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

All real estate advertised herein is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it diegal to advertise any preference.limitation or discrunination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap,
familial status Of national onguy Of intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrumnation
State taws forbid discrimination in the sale, rental or advertising of
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under federal Liss
We will knowingly accept any adserbsing for real estate which is in
s iolanon of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunits basis

Wed 11 SAL

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

For further assistance with Fair Housing AdsertLsing
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P !Adam,
i70.31646-100U

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070

NO
100
110
120
130

irto
150
155
160
165
180

190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

)I -,PI Al Al
$7.50 Column Inch, 60". Discount 2nd Run,
40% DiSCOUiti led
All 1.44, 1.1,t Run Nation o 1)ay Period I

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND n WILL ATPLAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
LINE Al3S
:.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
S27 extra for Shopper Mon Classitled, into Shopping Guidel $250 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

MasterCard

Leval
Notice

Legal
Notice

020

010

010

010

010

Legal
Notice

060

020
Notice

Legal

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 ofthe
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Summary
Financial Statement for the Calloway
County Conservation District for fiscal year
2002-2003 may be inspected by the general
public at 88 Robertson Road South, Murray,
Kentucky from September 22 -- September
25, 2003 between the hours of8:00 to 1:00 —
2:00 to 5:00.(Calloway County Conservation
District).

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following
information and supporting data may be
inspected by the general public at 88
Robertson Road South, Murray, Kentucky
from September 22 - September 25, 2003
between the hours of 8:00 - 5:00.(East Fork
Clarks River FlooMain Conservancy
District).

The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, September 16,
2003 at 5:00 p.m. in the council chambers of
City Hall located at 104 N. 5th Street to set
the zoning for the proposed annexation of
property located at 1195. 1225 and 1245
Robertson Road North (property owners
Rickey and Kathy Alexander, Dallas and
Mary Willoughby and Justice and Fay
Fortenberry, respectively). The proposed zoning is R-2 single-family residential.

Chairman - Donald Wisehart
2830 Elm Grove Rd., Almo, KY 42020
Vice-Chairman - Don Overbey
267 Squire Holland Rd., Almo, KY 42020
Secretary/Treasurer - Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor La., Almo, KY 42020
Other Board Members:

Gary Haneline
303 Haneline Road, Murray, KY 42071

Bobby Rowland
2465 Bethel Rd., Almo, KY 42020

Henry Armstrong
1509 Kelso Road, Murray, KY 42071
Larry Hale
577 Independence Road, Dexter, KY 42036
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
CALLOWAY COUNTY CONSERVATION
DISTRICT
FOR FISCAL PERIOD JULY I,2002
TO JUNE 30, 2003
Beginning Cash on hand
(July 1, 2002)

Total Receipts

$147,161.65

Expenditures
Salaries
Office Operations
Education and Promotion
Supervisors Expense
State Cost-Share Program
Miscellaneous
Phase I Tobacco Payments
Total Expenditures

36,914.77
6,213.43
21,207.87
4,983.36
46,578.66
3,922.12
21,072.18
$140,892.39

Ending Balance
(June 30, 2003)

$80,055.68

The Calloway County Conservation District
meets at the Conservation office on the third
Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.

Sale of Surplus Property
The Murray Independent Schools is selling the following surplus property: 1990
four door Ford Taurus. This vehicle has
approximately 108,000 actual mileage
Sealed bids will be opened on September
16; 2003 at the Murray Board of
Education, 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY
42071 at 2:00 p.m. The bid will be awarded to the highest bidder. The bid envelope
should be clearly marked "1990 Ford
Taurus Bid" on the outside of the sealed
envelope. The Murray Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any or all bids
050
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledger.com

Receipts
Millage Tax
Interest

4,474.93
26.24

Total Receipts

$4,501.17

$73,786.42

Receipts
Fiscal Court
50,764.63
State Aid
10,000.00
Equipment Usage & Rentals
4,480.55
Reimbursement & Contributions ....389.10
Interest
202.19
319 Grant
14,255.10
State Cost-Share
26,578.66
Phase I Tobacco
40,000.00
Filter Fabric
491.42

L020

$8,481.62

Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Expenditures
Clearing and Snagging
Mee Operations

1,840.00
277.35

$2,117.35

Total Expenditures
Ending Balance
(June 30, 2003)

$10,865.44

The Conservancy District meets on an as
needed basis.
020
Notice

Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, September 16,
2003 at 5:00 p.m. in the council chambers of
City Hall located at 104 N. 5th Street on an
office planned development project for
Dennis Courtney located at 104 S. 15th
Street.
Plans for this project are on file in the office
of Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m
Monday through Friday before the hearing
date. All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting. "
If further information is needed, please contact the Murray Planning Department at
762-0330.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Candace Dowdy
Planning Assistant.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, September 16.
2003 at 5:00 p.m. in the council chambers of
City Hall located at 104 N. 5th Street to
review a request from SFR Investments of
Germantown, Tennessee to rezone the property located at 1108 Sycamore Street from R2 to B-4.
All interested persons are invited to attend
and participite in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0330.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Candace Dowdy
Nanning Assistant

MTD Products Inc., is a global manufacturer of outdoor power equipment
which includes poplar brands such as Cub Cadet, White Outdoor,
Yardman, Yard Machine, Troybilf, Solent and RyObi.
—
Our Lean manufacturing facility located in Martin, TN has an opening for
a Safety and Environmental Professional. We are seeking a talented and
highly motivated individual to join our team.

If further information-is-needecL- please contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0330.

• Coordinattion of OSHA and EPA compliance
• Establish- and implement an Ergonomics program.
• Conduct accident investigation and report findings
• Develop, supervise, conduct and coordinate safety training program
for both hourly and Salary associates.
Qualifications:
• 3-5 years experience as a safety professional in a heavy
manufacturing facility.
• Excellent leadership and communication skills.

Chris Thorn
2078 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020

Beginning Cash on hand
(July 1, 2002)

Safety and Environmental Professional
MTD Products inc
Martin Plant

Responsibilities will include:

Candace Dowdy
Planning Assistant.

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
EAST FORK CLARKS RIVER
FLOODPLAIN CONSERVANCY
DISTRICT FOR
FISCAL PERIOD JULY 1,2002
TO JUNE 30, 2003
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All interested persons are invited to attend
and participate in this meeting.

Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Mark Wilson

2816 Faxon Road, Murray, KY 42071

Help Wanted

L

PUBLIC NOTICE

Secretary/Treasurer - Marty Carraway
2157 Dodd Road, Murray, KY 42071

Help Warned

°

Notice
Legal Notice

Vice-Chairman - Randy McCallon
163 Ironwood Dr., Murray, KY 42071

060
Help Wanted

Notice

Legal Notice

Chairman - Larry Gilbert
505 Whitnell Street, Murray, KY 42071

VISA

• Extensive knowledge of federal and state safety and environmental
regulations.
• Knowledge of Lean Manufacuturing and ISO will be a plus.

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Please send resume and salary history in confidence to:

Human Resource Department
MTD Products Inc., P.O. Box 927
Martin, TN 38237-0927

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time & Full-time
positions for Circulation
Department. Must be able to
work early hours.

MTD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

EARN up to $20.00 an
hour maybe more being a

COMPLIANCE SPECIAL

1ST, Office of Equal Op
portunity. Full-time, non

tenure track position to be
gin October 2003. Qualifi
Interested persons should apply at cations- Bachelor's degree
with four years of progressively responsible professional experience required. Master's degree
preferred. Must have background in human resources, equal opportunity
and/or training and development. Must have strong
Please No Phone Calls
analytical skills, communication skills, be detailed
oriented and have the ability to handle multiple priorities. Excellent computer
Shift managers and crew members for
skills required; demonstrated competence with
all positions and for all shifts. Must
word processing, databe able to work days, nights and
base, spreadsheet, deskweekends.
top publishing, web page
Apply at
and presentation software
Experience
preferred.
dealing with confidential
and/or sensitive informa217 S. 12th St., Murray
tion a must. Responsibilities; Monitors the faculty
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
and professional staff hiring process to ensure
compliance with federal,
state and university policies and procedures in relation to equal employment
opportunity and affirmative
action. Assists with departmental training and providEst. 2W1
ing reasonable accommodations to individuals with
Aoolication
disabilities.
Hostesses, Servers and Bartenders.
Deadline. September 12,
2003. To Apply: Send letApply in person at 110 S. 5th St
ter of application, resume
thru Friday, 2-4
"
p.m
,
and names, addresses
and phone numbers .of
three references to: ComDOZER 310G case w/an- FREE HBO & CINEMAX
pliance Specialist Search.
gle blade, low hrs. Very Dish Network 2 room satOffice of Equal Opportunigood condition $7750 ellite system free, installed
ty, Murray Slate .UniversiOBO. Also 1983 L700 Die- Free! 3 months of Amerity, 103 Wells Hall, Murray.
w/dove
tail
sal hauler
ca's Top 100 channels KY 42071-3313. Woman
ramps $5250 OBO Cheap- plys 13 channels of HBO
and minorities are encourer price together. 270-436- and Cinemax Free! Also
aged to apply. Murray
2388
available are local Padu- State University is an
cah networks. Call 759- equal education and emWENDY'S: Now hiring all
0901 or 877-726-4077 ployment
opportunity.
shifts. Apply in person
Beasley Antenna & Satel- M/F/D, AA employer
lite. For more information.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY

NOW HIRING

Sonic Drive In

)
7P
rfillE BULL PEN
Steaks andSpirits
NOW HIRING

Join the Team

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
server at Patti's 1880's buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
Settlement in Grand Riv- 753-3633
ers Ky. Immediate positions available for full and
part time. Just simply
come by and pick up an
application at the hostess
podium. For more information call 270-362-8844
SALES person wanted for
Verizon
Wireless/Radio
Shack. Experience in electronics knowledge a plus.
Send resume to P.O. Box
938 Benton, KY 42025
Domestic & Childcare
EXPERIENCED:
Will
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows, etc.
Valerie 436-5914
100
Business
Opportunity

Used heavy duty
metal shelving for
textbooks.
Call 270-753-0732
with size and price
information.
150
Articles
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL round white
crib w/all white bedding.
Purchased at Babies in
Bloom retail price $1500$750 non-negotiable 7592385

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Find out how and help others
Become a publisher in sixty minutes
All on one CD-ROM

With purchase you have the right to
Reprint and Sell any or all articles
You set the price and keep all
PROFITS
Click on:
www.750books.com/wuotila

We are a plogiessive multi-unit KFC franchise with over 40
Immediate full and part time positions as ailable We are in need ot
ears of proven success in the restaurant business. We are seeking
Assistant Managers, Shift Supervisors & Team Members
qualified supervisory and management candidates. We have
immediate openings in the Mayfield & Murray area.
• Bonus Compensation
• Competitive Salary •
ostarting Sitars 525K-5351(
• Drug Free Workplace
•Ikackground Screening,
• Paid Vacations
• Promotions From With,
• Flexible Flours

• Background Screening

Send Resumes to Phillip Marshall KFC
PO Box 40250 Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
205-553-8621 • marshall@jmficfc.corn

WANT TO BOY

MOBILE home park for MOVING/MUST Sell! Ridsale $45,000. Four homes ing mower, water bed 753available to rent. Jonathan 8411
Creek area. 354-9901

Join the Team

• Dental Incurame Asailablc
• 401K with up to 25",, match
• Blue Cross Blue Shield Insurance
• Drug Free Workplace
• Bonus Compensation

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

10 Unit/ 2 Building 1 BR
apt. complex on North 4th
street, approx. 2 acres not
developed.
$150,000.
Owners will finance with CALLOWAY County Picto20% down fit 6%. discount rial History. Great Idea for
for full payment. Owners Reunions. Call 753-7870.
retiring. Call 753-8848 for
details. •

- It's a _Great Place To Work" says the Colonel. "It's a Great Place To Work" says thoColonel

depending on expenencel
.401 K with up to 25Ti match
• Paid Vacations
• Prescription Drug Card

[
ICIWant to Buy

If no applications are available call or
write: KFC • PO Box 40250
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404 • 205-553-8621
marshall0jmfkfc.com

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls
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30
Services Offered

460

150

Apartments For Rent

Anicies
For Sale
MOVING must sell, Washerr:fryer $100 13 cu ft
chest freezer $150 Craftsman- mower $100 Kitchen
table $50 OBO 767-0881
SEMI tractor & trailer,
electric welder, gas cook
stove, presser washer,
electric cook_ stove. 48ft
storage trailers 270-3394636
STRAW for sale $2 a
bale 489-2436 if no answer leave message WHITE BR suite, dresser,
desk. & chest, Jeep hardtop widoors, bathroom
vanity top 48" long, compact scanner, hp printer,
11-12 maternity clothes,
infant sleepers 753-4487
Aplillances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-171;
Home Furnishings
LIVING room suite $300
OBO 759-1416 or 2934893
couch
MULTI-COLOR
w,pull out bed, loveseat,
chair w/ottoman $450 43E2313 or 293-1505
180
Lawn & Garden
61 inch Snapper mower
489-2989
228
Musical
PIANO tuning repair, mov
ing and used piano's
(270 415-0374

1980 Holley Park, 14x70
489-2989.
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1980 12X60 one bedroom
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. W/D, C/H, AC.
$7000 753-4807
1992 16X80 w/porches.
Must be moved. $9800
Call 484-2417
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath Must be moved.
Take over payments. 7592316
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 bedroom 1 bath Freshly
carpet,
painted,
new
porches. Yard mowing included. No inside pets.
$275 a month plus deposit. Call (270) 623-6314

Used Trucks

Homes For Sale

LARGE 2 Bedroom, 2 2 bedroom brick home 98 Chevy S-10, Red 4
bath duplex with garage carport. C/H, 2 Bay Ga cyl, 5 sp, 120,000K cuslocated on quiet cul de rage Almo Rd off 4 Lane tom wheels $3500 OBO
753-5867
sac All appliances includ- $42,000 753-5560
ing washer dryer and mi- .3 bedrobm 2 1/2 bath
crowave (270) 759-5885
home in Gatesborough
nil
ServIces Offered
with large bonus room that
LIVE Oak Apts.
can be used for 4th bed- 853-1172 THERAPEUTIC
Newly Remodeled
room Beautiful lot, above MASSAGE
1BR $29000
Murray
ground pool and privacy %WIN thegoidentouch.us
2BR $340 00
fence
38R $425 00
A AFFORDABLE HAUL•Want to buy 3 or 4 bed$100 deposit special for
ING cleaning out garages
qualified applicants
room home in the county
gutters, junk tree work
with 5+ acres Call 753753-8221
436-5141
5720
ONE bedroom apartmentA-1 AFFORDABLE HAULlease required private, 3 Bedroom, 2 bath, large
ING cleaning out garage
no
pets, L.R & Den Lot 126X243"
one person only,
gutters junk & tree work
$385/month, utilities paid Storage bldg Completely
436-286L
by landlord call Lynda at redecorated, new carpet &
A-1 Tree Service
Grey's Properties, LLC vinyl $86,500 519 S 11th
Stump Removal
759-2001
St. Call 759-1987 (cell)
492-8737
ONE bedroom apartments 293-7710.
753-3594
water furnished, close to 3 BR. 2 bath, brick home
Free Estimates
orcampus. No pets Call with 4.83 acres, shop
chard, priced in the 70's.
753-5980
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
436-5983 after 5.00 m
RED OAKS APTS.
Decks, Home Additions,
3BR 2BA, 3 car detached Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Special
garage carport C/H/A, Garages Pole Bams, Met$100 Deposit
fence in back yard, appli- al Buildings
1BR From $280
Fencing
ances $55,000 in Hazel Quality Workmanship
2BR From $325
Call 759-11111
Call Today!
Licensed
5373 St Rt 121S, 3 BR, 2
753-8668.
753-7860 753-1194
bath, C/H/A, 753-8181 or
- AFFORDABLE
753-0589 Jennifer
Mower repair,
Rooms For Rent
FOR Sale Duplex 2 BR in
Pickup/delivery.
$79.000. Call
Work guaranteed Joe
SLEEPING room $150 Northwood
759-4406
436-2867
month. No pets. 1.5. miles
GREAT Family home, 4 ALL around garbage pickfrom MSU 767-9037
bedroom 2 1/2 bath, LR. up 436-2867
DR, large kitchen, den, ALL
New
Carpentry
Houses For Rent
large fenced corner, lot, in Homes, add on's, garages,
pool 34X20. 1519 pole barns, home & mobile
Bath, ground
2 Bedroom, 1
Dr. Canterbury lo- home repair, water & terBeckett
$210.00 month + deposit
cation. Call 293-0679 or mite damage, screened
in Panorama Shores 753753-4190 OR 561-742- porches, sun rooms Lic9826
9356
ened-insured Larry Nimmo
2 bedroom. 1 bath, large
MUST SELLI 3 BR w/of- 753-9372 or 753-0353
kitchen, living room, utility,
lice 3600 sq. ft with 8.1
washer, dryer, appliances,
acres north of town. Call
AC, gas heat, storage
753-4094
shed, carport. semi-fur$425/moideposit.
nished..
No pets 753-7920

[

ENGER Carpet Binding
Since 1991
436-2347
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal stump
grinding firewood Insur
ed 489-2839
HAULING
Cleaning out garage
sheds carport atics
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974
JUNK/ RUBBISH
Removal, we'll haul away
anything,Clean outs.
Qdd jobs Interior Painting
Discounts
Senior
(270)489-2583
LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying
753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
LAWN
YARD-TECH
CARE We have fall overseeding specials, spraying
available 437-4407

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Dnveways

#1 & #2 available in most colors

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

3 BR/2 BA enclosed
porch 4 yr old
OPEN SAT-SUN
4-3pm
or by appointment
CALL VICKI MOORE
GREY'S
PROPERTIES LLC
111 N. 12th
270-752-0102
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
81 Harley Davidson, electric glide, good shape.
$8,200 OBO. (270) 7486625.
Sport Utility Vehicles

Call 753-5976 or
436-5862

1

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

rotheys

,
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture

ree Service

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

,

r

- Full Line of Equipment -

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Licensed & Insured

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

cr@Pj0P c.fargafl c_10,1

c_PLIMP

a

/

,

-c

4

MAO

.....

/,-ie7472
4-

www.apluscleaning.info

5

sphalt Doctor
Asphalt
TOTAI ASPHAL 1 MAINTENAN( F
Commercial - Residential - Industrial
• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •
.,ng only premium commercial sealer outlasting all the re''
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
• STRIPING •
ompare Workmanship, Prices & Check References
oily Insured - Free Estimates - 25 Years Experience

0052 i
c.,pp 270-767cici
c.pcm-idaroDtpuuroan

Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
Yes We Do Make House Calk.'

$0iAght
WIDGrow eDIDg

Full Service Electrical Contractors

95 White, Grand Chero2 bedroom 1 bath. Freshly
kee, 2WD Excellent con
carpet,
new
painted,
dition 83,800 miles $6000
porches. Yard mowing in753-6648
cluded No inside pets
$275 a month plus deposUsed Cars
it Call (270) 623-6314
2 BR, 1 Bath mobil
on 1 acrP
LOCATED in McCracken 1996 Pontiac Trans AM.
W'
b?
Co. 24 unit Apt. complex
Excellent condition 5.7 liardin (270) Brick exterior, excellent ter. V-8, 70,000 miles
condition 100% occupan- $9500 (270)832-6666
NICE 2 BR Mobile home cy. 270-853-4520
2000 Buick Park Avenue
for rent or sale, no pets
NORTH 16th St. 2 bay fully loaded, low miles, ex753-9866
concrete building. Approxi- tra nice Must sell' 489mately .3 acre. Excellent 2525
Apartments For Rent
location $150,000. Call 2000 Grand Prix GT V-6
436-5459 after 6pm
turbo, 56,000 miles, 4
375
1 Bedroom apartments, al
door. Red, new tires Call
commerical prop for rent
appliances at the Oaks
after 5:00pm 753-0353 or
751-9172
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118.
2001 P.T Cruiser sharp,
29K. air, cassette. CD.
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
spoiler. Garaged-one ownApply at Mur-Cal Apts
er 767-0643 or 293-3529
902 Northwood Dr
2001 Saturn SC-1. 3-door
Monday.
Excellent condition. V6 enWednesday. Friday_
5.000 sq ft. with 3
gine. 35.000 miles. For
Phone 759-4984
offices. 2 bathrooms more information, please
Equal Housing
nail (270)751-2166
located at
Opportunity
93 Ford Taurus .91' Buick
TDD #1-800-648-6056
90 Spruce Street
LaSabre $1500 each
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
(off Industrial Rd.)
(270)382-2642
near MSU.House 3 & 4
93' Nissan Altima Very
bedroom. 753-1252 or
good car Call 753-8286 or
753-0606.
436-5540
1BR apt available, all ap95 Mazda Protege $3500
380
pliances furnished. Murnew A/C & tires 753-8181
Supplies
&
Pets
Cal Realty 753-4444
or 753-0589
2 br Apt. 908 Hi',wood
98' Plymouth Voyager
Drive $350 month.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
Take over payments. Less
759-4406
M-F 753-2915
than 75,000 miles Call
2 BR duplex on quiet dead
753-1967
end street on Story Ave
390
GOOD work car. A/C new
Central gas heat & air ApSupplies
&
Livestock
tires. 107XXX 89 Buick Lepliances furnished with w/d
sabre $600 OBO Call 489hookup No pets Lease &
1997 AQHA Gelding 15-3 2441
deposit required 753-7185
hands. doc bar breeding TWO 90' Lumina's (1)runs.
Available Oct. 1st
goes Western English and (i)body car. $1500 OBO
2 BR upstairs $295
lateral work sound Very after 5:00pm 759-3555
3 BR downstairs $400
smart learns incredibly fast
$00
489-2296
Sacrifice $4000 (cell) 55EUsed Trucks
2BR NEAR MSU
5568
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR . Duplex C/H/A
1984 Chevy 4WD, strong
430
Coleman RE 759-4118
350 motor Asking $2500
Real Estate
4br, Diuguid Drive ColeCall 759-0993
man RE 759-4118.
FORREST View Apart- INVESTMENT Property 1992 Red Jeep Wrangler.
ments 1213 N 16th St
Houses and Apartments super sharp extra clean,
excellent
conditon,
now accepting applications 753-4109
11XXXX mi $5,650 OBO
for 2br townhouses, basic
Call 753-2168 or 753-8854
rent $345/ month Call
753-1970 Leave Mes1995 Dodge ext. cab
sage Equal Housing Op- 11211Lake Properly
1500, 2WD, SLT, Laramie,
ortuntty
black w/chrome $5,800
VERY roomy 2BR 2f3a
10 Ares. 7 lots near Para- OBO 753-8743
with garage, appliances dise Resort, lake view
1997 Dodge Ram Sport.
furnished. 1 year lease, 1
$30 000 767-9037
4WD. black Call 435-4201
month deposit, no pets
after 5-00pm
Call 753-2905

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
FOR RENT

Phone (270)767-0313
(270)527-7176

David Borders

ELECTRIC
.0000100801011.....

$112,000
508 SHADY LANE

Order by 11 a.m. & .
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning'

OPEN HOUSE

3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
S 15th $450 month 7594826
NICE 2 BR house, large
living room & kitchen, fireplaces, gas heat, garage
lots of storage $400/mo
$200/deposit. Call 7530089
QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease. Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632 ,
360
Storage Rentals

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct,

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL
SERVICE WORK
• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance

•Licensed

•Residential

•Insured

•Commercial

D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery LLC
•Parking Lot Sweeping
•2003 Tymco Airsweeper

(270) 293-5170(Mobile)

•Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
•References Available

\WWW.SONLIGHTWINDOWCLEANING.COM/

Free Estimates 753-2210

(270) 753-9562

John W. Hudson
Prompt Service • Customer Satisfaction • Quality Work
ASPHALT Paving
Seal Coating
striping & hauling.
Mitchell Bros Paving.
759-0501
753-1537
435-4628.
Asphalt Sealcoating
TRAVIS ASPHALT
*Commercial
*Residential
*Industrial
Hot-melt crackfilling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2111
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
(270)436-5277
CALL me to fix your leaky
faucets other minor plumbing and carpentry plus
painting.
Reasonable
rates, references given.
Phone 435-4682
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways.
Sidewalks. Patios
Free Estimate.
(270)434-4619
CUSTOM built furniture
30 years exp. Quality
work, guaranteed. Call
Don (2701 753-8154
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159. or
293-0163
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service
*Lawn Establichment
*Tractor Tilling
*Fertilizing *Mowing
*Aerating *Mulching
•Bushhogging
•Grader Blade Work
Free estimates
Bob Wallace
753-6491

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

It's that time of year
to start that new
lawn or to reseed
the old lawn.
CALL

BAILEY'S
LAWN AND DIRT

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling_ Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience, Gerald Walters. 7532592.

400
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

Owner Steve Bailey

811 Coldwater
Rd.
Tues.-Thurs.
8 a.m. til ?

Call

753-2452

leave message or

293-3161

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Sept. 10, 2003:
Examine what you want dunng this highly volatile year. Just when you believe
everything is out of control, you discover that things are quite the contrary. Be
willing to walk into the middle of chaos.
You have a unique ability to center and
detach from your immediate surroundings. The issues will be how much to
give and when not to give. You need to
establish boundaries in your personal
relationships as well as at work. Your
populanty soars, but don't expect everyone to say what you want to hear.
Through logic and luck, you have the
ability to achieve your goals. You start a
new luck cycle this year. Do it well. If
you are single, you will encounter someone quite special close to the holidays or
late spring. Could this be The One? Only
you can determine that. If you are
attached, the two of you often might
engage in a tug of war. Don't get into
power plays. Opt for peace. Be generous
of spirit. PISCES can challenge you.

Estate - antiques,

Grasty
Excavating &
Trucking
Backhoe, Septic Systems
Contac Chnstopher Grastv
270-759-4974

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

furniture, clothes.

Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916
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The Murray Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS
Call 753-1916 for more information.

Worm's Turf & Trees
Murray, Kentucky

Sod Installation • Pickup • Delivery
Office (270) 435-4090
Toll Free (800) 910-0070
fa

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE •VINYL•HARDim 90• CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you/

!0.
WE DO753-7728

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

2
•

Visit Our Showroom Today

David Gallimore, Owner

0
0

N
1
fi
R covet,
0/
cARrET0100
i

Will Do Insurance Work
V & Macterkard Accepted

731-247-5422

BY JACQUELINE B1GAR

For seeding. fertilizing,
front loader, blade or
tiller work.

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
NEW NUMBER
293-5438
DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

David's Home
Improvement

Horoscopes

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Though at points during your day
you might want to duck, you once more
discover that all's well that ends well.
The Full Moon emphasizes extremes.
You could experience a great deal of
emotional complexity in your work.
Tonight: A talk releases stress.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might really wonder
what is happening at the moment. If you
have an instinct to vanish, stay. You'll
discover just how interesting events can
be if you hang in there. Tonight: Let
another make the first gesture
GEMINI(Max 2I-June 20)
*** Someone lets you know just what
he or she expects concerning your work
performance. Though you might want to
say "hit the road," sticking it out and
demonstrating your innate endurance
could actually work. Tonight: Detach and
have a long-overdue talk.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Facts presented right now
might be quite disturbing but not unmanageable, as you will see. Juggle phone
calls with live appearances as you seek
out someone's expertise. Confusion
could earmark this Full Moon. Tonight:
Swap war stories.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could be amazed by what
heads down your path. Verify and consider financial information that comes in
your direction. An associate thinks he or
she has the facts The Full Moon blurs
reality Tonight: Talk and listen, but no
risks, please
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Examine what might be going
on, especially if you think that others are
being unduly difficult The more you can
pull back during this Full Moon, the better the end results will be. Forgive others' whimsy or attitude. All's well that
ends well. Tonight. Discuss today calmly

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Emphasize work and performance as you jump over a hurdle or two.
Avoid taking risks and making judgments. The more you don't get involved
in the present chaos, the better the
results. Once the storm dies, have a longoverdue talk. Tonight: Boy, do you need
a good night's sleep.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
***** You might want to shelter
your checkbook from present aspects.
Consider various ideas, but don't commit
until the day is long gone. A relationship
might be like a pendulum, and you might
not be able to change it. Tonight: Let off
some steam.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Your immediate reaction to the happenings could be automatic. Stop. Your
best bet is to duck and deal with each
issue as reasonably as you can. Avoid
being controlling. Avoid being a player.
You will be a lot happier. Tonight: Talk
to an older relative or a superior.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach out for those around
you, or, more likely, they will come flying toward you seeking advice, solace or
whatever fits the bill. Your perspective
helps weed through the fog and allows
others to relax. Tonight: Sort through
today's events.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others might not be putting
their cards on the table, and if they are,
you might not like the implications. Do
remember that nothing is written in stone
and that you can afford to flex with various situations. Tonight: Spend quality
time with a favorite person.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your smile, though frequently an asset, could backfire and be misread. Visualize more of what you want,
but avoid pushing back, as others seem to
be reactive. Once the Full Moon passes,
you can have a reasonable conversation.
Tonight: Enjoy every moment.
BORN TODAY
Actress Amy Irving (1953), golf pro
Arnold Palmer (1929), TV journalist
Charles Kuralt(1934)

Not lust About
Life Insurance...
• Long Term Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance
Ryen Edvdrds
New York Life
Insurance
Company

The Company You Keep
(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
D
(
EAR DR. GOTT: My 60-year-old
husband is prone to hypertension. His
doctor urged him to elirni,pate salt
from his diet and I oarried it further
by cutting out lamb, sausage, bacon
and high-fat meats. Recently, he
developed hypoglycemia. Then his
doctor told him to eat butter, sausage,
bacon and the like to meet his "fat
quotient." Help!
DEAR READER: I'll simplify this
complicated issue by addressing the
problems in separate sections.
Salt: Most Americans eat too much
salt. However, the mineral is dangerous for only a few — those with high
blood pressure. Mild hypertensives
can often lower their blood pressure
readings by eliminating the salt they
add to their diets. I advise such
patients to put away the saltshaker
(or substitute potassium salt for table
salt), and avoid salty foods such as
potato chips, pretzels, anchovies and
so forth. More stringent salt restrictions — such as avoiding processed
meats, canned soups and frozen foods
— is usually not necessary. You
needn't carry the restriction to
extremes.
High blood pressure: Often .termed
the "silent killer," hypertension is a
dangerous disease that should be
aggressively treated with one or more
of the many drugs now used for that
purpose. These therapies are so effective that salt restriction may not be
necessary, except as a first step in
treatment. Perhaps your husband
should be taking medicine for his
•hypertension.
Hypoglycemia: Low blood sugar is a
much rarer condition than previously
believed. It can be helped by eating
several small meals a day and eliminating sugar, alcohol and fats.
I completely disagree with your
husband's doctor, who recommended
a high-fat diet, because such a diet
- Oglytertila will-dO liftW-talintifoirt-hyp
and may actually lead to accelerated
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hardening of the arteries.
I advise your husband to obtain a
second opinion from an internist, a
specialist trained in diagnosing and
treating medical illnesses. He should
be able to solve the contradictions
that are troubling you.
To give you related information, I
am sending you copies of my Health
Reports "Hypoglycemia" and
"Hypertension." Other readers who
would like copies should a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2
per Health Report to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: What's the latest
word on methods to kick a nicotine
habit? I'm especially interested in the
patches, gum and inhaler. Do support
groups help?
DEARREADER: Nicotine addiction
can be a difficult problem to overcome. But, studies show, the main
consideration for smokers is not the
nicotine, but the habit of smoking —
the relaxing quality, the social applications, the smoke lazily rising to the
ceiling, the taste. You who smoke
know what I mean. No wonder, then,
that nicotine patches, gums and
Inhalers have been far from outstanding cures for smokers who want to
quit. The most crucial factor in breaking any habit is the desire to stop and
the commitment to do so. Each of us
has the power to decide to do something — or to not do it.
While this view may sound somewhat heretical, there is a profound
truth to it. Once people make the decision-to alter their behavior,- they've
achieved a major potential for recov-

DEAR BARBARA: I have a
stack of testimonials 2 inches
thick from people like yourself,
also "in the trenches," vouching
that blood sugar levels can and
do affect a person's personality.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: When my blood
sugar gets very high (350-plus) I
become verbally abusive and develop a hair-trigger temper. As soon as
the insulin kicks in, I return to my
normal self. Many of my friends
who are also diabetic tell me they
react the same way. You and the
good doctor should refrain from
blanket statements.
W.H.S., DANA,N.C.
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DEAR ROBERT: Thank you
very much for your honest
letter. I contacted the American
Diabetes Association after I
received the avalanche of mail
from readers who disagreed
with Dr. Barrett. He still maintains that "based on the facts
presented in the original letter,
he would again state that diabetes is not an explanation for
her husband's behavior."
see
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.cona or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.
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This precaution proved tenibly
expensive, because when South next
cashed the ace of spades, East
showed out, and the jig was up.
Declarer had to lose two trump tricks
and go down one.
South was certainly correct to
trump the third heart, but he should
have trumped-it-with the-seven! He
was wrong to focus his thoughts
exclusively on the possibility of an
overruff by West. If that occurred —
which seemed likely — it would
have spelled the end for the defense.
Declarer would still have had the
four highest trumps left to draw the
four remaining trumps, after which
he had the rest of the tricks.
It is true that South made a safety
play of sorts to avoid the loss of a
trump trick. He would have gained a
trick — an insignificant 30-point
trick — had the spades been divided
3-2. His play would surely have been
right if, for example, he had needed
all the remaining tricks to make the
contract.
South's primary concern should
have been to make four spades, not
five, and all his plays should have
been aimed at that goal. He was certainly unlucky to run into a 5-0 trump
division, but it was this very possibility that he should have protected
against by ruffing the third heart low.
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Tomorrow: Two heads are better than one.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr. Pauline Waggener and Cecilia Brock of
the Alpha Department 'of Murray
Woman's Club presenting Ben
@raves, director of Calloway County Public Library, with a check
and certificate of appreciation for
the use of the library foyer for the
Alpha's annual Scholastic Book
Fair fund-raising event.
Births reported include a boy to
Melody and Steve Enoch, Sept. I; a
girl to Teri and Thomas Futrell,
Sept. 4.
20 years ago
Peggy Billington has been
named as executive director of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. She replaces
Lucy Wright who has resigned 'after
serving for three years.
Tracy Curd, Gina Brown, John
Warren Nix, John Kelso, John Mark
Potts, Jamie Miller and Jeanna
Thorn, members, and Larry Gilbert,
advisor, of Calloway County Chapter of the Future Farmers of America, spent a week at the FFA Training-Center at-flaidinsbolg.
Births reported include a girl to
Sandra and Jimmie Patrum and a
boy to Penny and Bob French, Aug.
31.
30 years ago
Notice has been given by the
Kentucky Department of Highways
that construction on two proposed
projects on Highway 641 -North,
Murray, could begin in two years.
Nicholas McClure and Rodney
Williams, both of Murray, have enlisted in the United States Navy and
are now taking recruit training at

In the case of smoking, nicotine
craving can certainly be controlled by
a variety of products. Self-help support groups are useful to many exsmokers. Hypnosis and similar alternative options assist some individuals.
But the real success stories concern
the smokers who say: "I'm tired of
this nonsense and I'm not going to do
it anymore. Period." And they don't.

THIS WOULD BE CLEARER...
THIS WCULD BE FRAMED BETTER .
THIS WOULDN'T HAVE WIT...
AND- HOO B04 - THIS WOULDN'T
EXIST BECAUSE'
-IOU NEVER,
WOULD HFNE .IN-TED IT!!

Ft

to my senses after consuming sufficient sugar to find my wife weeping
and refusing to tell me what I said,
so I know it wasn't gibberish I was
ranting, but something that could
easily be characterized (to quote Dr.
Barrett) as "irresponsible, irrational, and even violent behavior."
It may not be my fault, but it
remains my responsibility.
The agenda of the ADA, and
most knowledgeable health-care
professionals, is to emphasize to
diabetics that they can be healthy,
productive and happy (all true).
What they no longer add to that list
is "live a normal life." In an effort to
overcome fears and misconceptions
by the general public, the possibility
of any other situation is downplayed to the rest of the world.
I hope you will acknowledge that
regardless of the great challenges
faced by diabetics, those who love
them are also confronted by trials.
ROBERT V.,SYRACUSE,N.Y.

DEAR W.: I agree. I have also
been told that when a person's
blood sugar gets low, he or she
can become short-tempered.
That is one reason why being a
food server sometimes requires
the skills of a diplomat Read on:
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LOOKING BACK

South dealer.
DEAR ABBY: I have been an
North-South vulnerable.
insulin-dependent diabetic for 34
NORTH
years. To speak to Dr. Barrett's
•K 544appar6it agenda, no, I have never
'1110 92
been in a brawl, never "gone nuts"
•AQJ
8
in public. But my wife can tell a few
+A5
stories. The spouses, partners and
WEST
EAST
relatives of diabetics are unsung
+ 109862
heroes. I have awakened her in the
II 54
IPAKJ8 76
night having seizures. I have come
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
•10 3
•7 6 42
+1072
+J963
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•Q3
•K 9 5
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The bidding:
West
North East
South
2+
2V
Pass
1 NT
4+
Pass
2+
Opening lead — five of hearts.
"Safety play" is an ambiguous
term that means different things to
different players in different circumstances. Declarer made a play in this
hand that he thought was a safety
play, but it would be more correct to
characterize it as an "unsafety play."
West led a heart, East winning the
first trick with the king and continuing with the A-J. Declarer realized
that West had no more hearts, so he
W003' 114Fr5 AMAZING
fAA1 I SEE
NO
ruffed the third heart with the jack to
`-f011'D SHOT ON DIGITAL,
'1OUR
prevent an overruff.
THIS WOULD BE SO MUCH BRIGHTER...
VACATION

Read all the
community news.
Subscribe to the
Ledger &
Times
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I was in shock
when I read the letter from Dr.
Barrett, the president-elect of the
Amesican Diabetes Association. He
was commenting on the letter from
"Wants a Life in Virginia," who said
her husband's diabetes has led to
irrational, irresponsible and even
violent behavior. Writing to "set the
record straight," Dr. Barrett denied
that diabetes could be the cause. In
no way was the record set straight
by his letter.
The American Diabetes Association notes irritability and anxiousness in its list of symptoms, but
doctors, nurses and those who work
in nursing facilities can tell you of
combative behavior for no reason
and resisting treatment. To deny
this truth is a disservice to those
who need immediate attention.
Dr. Barrett made it harder for us
all who deal with this disease and
its challenges — and there are
many.
BARBARA L GIFFEN,
VERMONT CHAFFER SUGARBUGS
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CROSSWORDS
41 Ballpark figure
43 Narrow shoe
size
44 Retiree's
income
45 Cool in manner
47 Hollow stem
50 Nursery tray
51 Gloss target
54 Expected
to arrive
55 Ebb
56 Aurora,
in Greece
57 Noncom
58 Wrinkled
59 Perform

ACROSS

1 Wrinkle-nosed
dog
4 Sailing vessel
070.0.0r,
9 By means of
12 "Just — —
suspected!"
13 Sports locale
14 Hearth residue
it's THE FIRST OF RS KIND
15 Postal Creed
N OUR FAMILY!"1-115 IS A
word
RARE HISTORICAL-DOCUMENT'
16 Always
17 Sundance Kid's
girl
18 Reuben vendors
20 Real estate
abbr.
21 E-mail need
23 SFO info
24 Funnies
28 Sun, poetically
30 Honestly
32 Speak highly of
34 "Ben- —"
35 Char
36 Vexation
39 Kndu Mr.
40 Profit
2
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DOWN

1 Skillet
2 Bob Hope's
sponsor

8 HS class
9 Tank
10 Hobby ender

3 Encircle
4 Lithe
5 Whale, old-style
6 Change for a
five
7 Not just mine
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17 Peel and
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NOW THAT trOU AND I
ARE THROUGH, 5CHROEDER,
CrteT YOU 5R)1" HANGING
AROUND MY I-10V5E

AMAZING
NOW 5TUPIO LitIt/ CAN
elE WREN VOU'RE
IN LOVE..

Naval Training Uri—.
Lakes, Ill.
-Published is a picture of the
Murray High School Marching
Band.. They are Traca Walker. •
Becky 'Thornton, Tonya Carroll,
Vickie White, Phyllis Tibbs and
Lisa McReynolds.
40 years ago
Approximately 2,000 persons
visited the newly remodeled and enlarged Bank of Murray and the new
drive-in branch bank at the corner
of South 4th and Poplar Streets on
Sept. 8. Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was
winner of the five-day all expense
paid trip to the World's Fair in New
York City.
Louie B. Nunn, Republican
nominee for governor of Kentucky.
spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. He was introduced by
Harry Fenton.
Arlie Scott, William Jeffrey and
Robert W. Jones are new officers of
Murray Kiwanis Club.
50 years ago
Published is a picture of a group
of Murray Lions Club members preparing fer the annual-broom sale to
raise funds for the sight conservation program. The sale will be Sept.
10 with Richard Tuck as chairman.
Bobby Johnson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Johnson, has completed basic training at Camp Gordon, Ga. He has been assigned as an
MP at a base at Killeen, Texas.
- Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include 'a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Lee Bray Jr. and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gibbs.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept.-9, the
252nd day of 2003. There are 113
days leftin the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 9, 1776, the second
Continental Congressmade the
term "United States" official, replacing "United Colonies."
On this date:
In 1956, Elvis Presley made the
first of three appeir-ances on
Ed Sullivan Show.
In 1957, President Eisenhower signed into law the first civil rights
bill to pass Congress since Reconstruction.
In 1971, prisoners seized control
of the maximum-security Attica
Correctional Facility near Buffalo,
N.Y., beginning a siege that
claimed 43 lives.
In 1991, boxer Mike Tyson was
indicted in Indianapolis on a charge
of raping Desiree Washington, a
beauty pageant contestant.
Five years ago: Independent
counsel Kenneth Starr delivered to
Congress 36 boxes of material concerning his investigation of President Clinton. Four tourists who had
paid $32,500 each were taken in a
tiny submarine to view the wreckage of the "Titanic" 2 1/2 miles below the ocean surface off Newfoundland.
One year ago: Iraq challenged
the United States to produce "one
piece of evidence" that it was producing, weapons of mass destruction. U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan said the Security Council
must be allowed to have its say on a
possible attack against Iraq.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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55

52
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56
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59
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19 MIT grad,
perhaps
20 "Arabian
Nights" bird
21 Type of bear
22 Davit
24 Make public
25 Seine
moorages
26 Nurse
— Barton
27 Damascus
locale
29 Diamond
sacrifice
31 Barbarian
33 Extinguish
37 Time divs.
38 Hammed it up
42 Mail carrier's
org.
45 Former Sen.
Cranston
46 Kind of collar
47 Music media
48 Before Sept.
49 After taxes
50 Hoover's org.
52 Winter Games
53 rea.ttle hrs.
55 Mr. Pacino
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Cheney: U.S.
can't idle in
terrorism war

By The Associated Press
NCINNATt-t AP).— President
Bush %mit relax efforts to protect
Americans from terrOtrst attacks
like those that occurred two years
ago this week, Vice President Dick
Cheney said Monday.
At a fund-raiser for Kentucky
Republican gubernatorial candidate
Ernie Fletcher. Cheney reiterated
that the invasions of Afghanistan
and Iraq are part of Bush's strategy
to not only to protect against
attacks, but also to strike nations
percei‘ed as encouraging or supporting terrorism.
About 30 people protested U.S.
policy on Iraq outside the Aronoff
-Center -for-the-Arts-in downtown-IJ
- UNI-man where Cheney spoke.
Cheney acknowledged concerns
by (hose worried about US. strikes
against, foreign countries, • but he
said the United States cannot afford
the risk of Waiting while terrorists
prepare for more possible attacks.
"We cannot wait to act until
another day like 9-11 or a day far
worse,- Cheney told an invitationFletcher, a Kentucky congressman, and running mate Steve
Pence. a former federal prosecutor,
appeared on stage with Cheney at
an $500-117rperson -event. Pletcher
spokesman Wes Irvin said the
reception raised $150,000 for the
campaign.
Fletcher said he hopes to usher
in_ a new era in Kentucky's
govern_

ment the way
Cheney and
Bush did in
Washington.
"You and
President
Bush
have
returned honor
and dignity to
Washington..
Now,
Kentucky s
eney
capital needs
that same restoration and leadership," Fletcher Said.
Cheney'did not take -questions
from reporters, leaving after the
speech.
Fletcher is running against
Democratic state Attorney General
Chandler
Ben
replace
to
Democratic Gov. Paul Patton. If
elected, he would • be Kentucky's
first Republican governor since
Louie Nunn, who served from
1967-1971.
Fletcher hopes President Bush
will visit Kentucky in his support
before the November election, Irvin

-4.-SC
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President Bush promotes his
Nashville. Tenn., Monday.

No Child Left Behind" education agenda during a visit to Kirkpatrick Elementary School in

Bush promotes education agenda in Nashville

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)— President Bush, decided by the Supreme Court.
"The.statistics are loud and clear," Bush said. _
back on the political money trail, highlighted his
"Without Tennessee, there'd be no President "Too many•of our fourth-graders cannot read at
education agenda Monday and urged states to George W. Bush," he said.
grade level. The federal government decided to
embrace an accountability program intended to
A day after addressing the nation about the do its part by not only providing the resources but
identify poorly performing schools and provide war on terrorism, Bush said: "In Afghanistan and by insisting upon results." The law calls for
help for needy students.
"He's definitely committed to
in Iraq, we gave ultimatums to terror regimes. increased testing to measure results.
Bush collected $1.2 million for his re-election Those regimes chose defiance and those regimes
come," Irvin said of the president.
Books borrowed from the school's library
caxnpaigniund at $2,900-a-person fun4-raiser. are no more. Fifty million people in those two served as props in front of Bush's lectern. The
Bib- said- the-Fletcher campaign
had tried to find a location irroorth-- It was the tirstotthree_ days of raising_money and coundies once-EV-a-udder tyranny and-no-w they president visited a tutorial class with youngsters
three days of education speeches this week: Vice 1iiOderfreedon"'''
ern Kentucky for Cheney's visit but
-- -before-his--speech and encouraged them to. pracPresident Dick Cheney raised $200,000 in.
Before his political event, Bush dropped by 'tice reading. "
couldn't because of a tight schedRoanoke,-Va.- - - - - - —Kirkpatrick Elementary School,which has failed`
ule. Invitations went out three
Bush's visit came just days after Tennessee
With Monday's events, Bush's political war to make adequate progress toward state goals for officials released the results Of public school perweeks ago, he said.
chest swelled to $59.6 million, more than all the several years and is required to offer special formance tests under the "No Child Left Behind"
Chandler, whose campaign cenmoney collected by the nine Democrats trying to assistance to pupils. Bush praised school officials accountability law pushed by the president. Only
terpiece has been the economy and
win his job. It was Bush's seventh visit as presi- -for owning up_ to the problem and making 53 percent of the state's 1,650 schools met guideKentucky job losses since Bush
dent to Tennessee, which he carried over native improvements, and he urged others to do the lines of the new law, and some educators blamed
took office, said Cheney was
Al Gore in 2000 in a razor-thin national election same.
steered across the border for strawunreasonably high federal standards.
"It's interesting the vice president has come to this part of the
world and wants to skedaddle out of
Kentucky," Chandler said Monday
during a campaign stop in
Lexington, Ky.
Two of Fletcher's Ohio colleagues in Congress. Republicans
Rob Portman and Steve Chabot,
appeared at the event.

Indiana officials
preparing for worst
CHICAGO (AP) — Indiana
Gov. Frank O'Bannon was in critical condition today following a
massive stroke in a hotel room that
left state officials preparing for the
worst.
With the 73year-old governor in a druginduced coma
and on a ventilator, doctors
said Monday •
that the next
day or two
wOuld be critical.
"This is up
Mother
to
Nature and his
own ability to bounce back, his own
brain's ability to recover," said Dr.
Hunt Batjer. chairman of neurological surgery at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital. "There's no
way anybody in this audience can
predict it."
Lt. Gov. Joe Kenian assumed
some of O'Bannon's duties but was
not officially named acting governor. "I would just ask all Hoosiers to
join hands and say a prayer," he
said.
O'Bannon. a Democrat in his
second term, was found Monday
morning on the floor of his Chicago
hotel room in his pajamas. He was
unconscious and near death when
he was rushed to the hospital. doctors said.
O'Bannon suffered a cerebral
hemorrhage, a type of stroke that
results from bleeding in the brain.
Pressure on the brain is a major
complication of such an injury and
patients are often placed in druginduced comas to help relieve the

pressure.
Dr. Wesley Yapor said surgeons
removed blood from both sides of
O'Bannon's brain during three
hours of surgery Monday. Some of
the blood probably came from an
injury, suggesting that the governor
fell after becoming ill, he said.
Doctors said it was too early to
predict the likelihood of O'Bannon
fully recovering. The outcome
depends on how much bleeding
occurs, how much of the brain is
affected, and how long the patient
goes without treatment.
Strokes are the nation's leading
cause of disability in the United
States and the No. 3 killer. Most are
ischemic strokes, caused when
arteries feeding the brain are
blocked, but some are caused by
bleeding in the brain. Survivors
often suffer permanent disability
including paralysis and loss of
speech.
O'Bannon was in Chicago to
attend a conference of the Midwest
U.S.-Japan Association.
The Indiana Constitution allows
for a transfer of power from the
governor to lieutenant governor it
the governor is incapacitated
However, that requires a petition to
be filed by the president pro tem of
the Senate and the speaker of the
House and a ruling by the Indiana
Supreme Court.
House Speaker Patrick Bauer
said he and Sen. President Pro Tern
Robert Garton were prepared to
draft the necessary paperwork. "I
think we're all just hoping and praying at this point for a quick recovery
for the governor, hoping this situation is not as serious as is currentl
indicated," state House GOP Leader
Brian Bosma said.

First tears. First laughs. First steps. There is a lot to
learn with a new baby. How much crying is too much?
Could that little sniffle mean she is sick? Is it normal
for my baby to sleep so long? You need someone you
can trust to answer all of your questions. With evening
and weekend office hours, you will have peace of
mind knowing that we have reliable answers to your
little questions. Because your little firsts are big to us.

If You Need Health Itliirance...

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides Health Insurance for:
•Individuals
Also:
•Groups
•Self-Employed
• Farmers
• Dependents

• Life Insurance
• Long Term Care Insurance
• Disability Income Insurance
• Medicare Supplements
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